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ABSTRACT
Computers are still too difficult to maintain and use.

Many people are dependent on knowledgeable friends to
assist them in administering their computer. Even

professional users still have trouble getting their
computers to do what they want. An alternative kind of

computing, called Ubiquitous Computing, has been proposed.
Ubiquitous Computing'aims to make computing widely

available, easy to use, and perhaps even completely
transparent to the user.

Umbilical Cord is•intended to be the first step in
researching Ubiquitous Computing at CSUSB. It implements a
model scalable network with a client-server architecture
that features consistent user interaction and global access

to user data. It is based on the Linux operating system
which can be leveraged for future research due to the open
nature of its source code. It also features a scalable

network swap.

Umbilical Cord employs diskless clients that download

their OS and applications from servers. These diskless

clients prototype inexpensive machines that could be placed
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in homes, businesses, institutions, and public places to

provide Ubiquitous Computing services.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Purpose
This document describes the current state of a
software product being developed for the Department of

Computer Science at California State University, San
Bernardino.

The software product defined in this document

is known as "Umbilical Cord." This project is in the

process of implementing a simple system for Ubiquitous

Computing. Umbilical Cord is intended to demonstrate some
immediate practical benefits of Ubiquitous Computing as

well as to allow continuing research in this area.

Background

Umbilical Cord is intended to implement a different
paradigm for personal computing that is sometimes called

Ubiquitous Computing. Under the current paradigm, the user
typically obtains a personal computer, installs an
operating system and various applications, then uses (and

maintains) those applications in different ways. This

places the burden of system administration and other types
of maintenance on ordinary users. Quite possibly the
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computer a person uses at work has an OS different from the

person's computer at home. This requires the user to learn

that much more - all to do largely the same tasks: email,

web browsing, and word processing.
In Ubiquitous Computing, users maintain a consistent
way of interacting with their computer. No matter what the
access point, be it a workstation, a kiosk at an airport,

or a home computer, the user sees the same interfaces. Thus
the user has to become proficient in only one style of

interaction. Of equal importance, Ubiquitous Computing also

has the goal of freeing users, to the greatest degree
possible, from the need to perform administrative tasks.

One way to achieve this kind of ubiquity is through a
client-server architecture. Using this scheme, the user's

machine is a diskless PC that downloads an operating
system, applications, and accesses remotely-stored user
data. Programs are executed on the client, but all

permanent storage and system administration are handled on

the server side. Users do not need to perform any difficult
system tasks that require expert knowledge. If anything
goes wrong with the client, it is simply replaced and

repaired like a television set. Users will no more have to
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maintain client machines than they have to "maintain" the
decoder box for their cable T.V.

The clients in this system are inexpensive devices
that can be placed anywhere - offices, homes, airports,
hotels, supermarkets, etc. They have large amounts of
inexpensive memory and can run the operating system and

many programs without any need for memory paging. In

extreme situations, the client can page over the network to

the server. For the most part, however, program execution
on the client runs independently of the server. This makes
use of the distributed CPU and memory resources and keeps

the demands on the server within reasonable bounds.
The servers perform user authorization and
authentication, data storage, file serving, and any memory
paging that authenticated clients need.,All user data will

be encrypted on the server for privacy. The servers will be
maintained by expert personnel at institutions or

businesses. The servers should be backed up in a robust
manner but some users will want a method for doing their
own backups. The clients can have a standard interface that

allows the users to connect remote storage devices. That
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would, not compromise the need for a system with inexpensive
client machines.

To sum up with a rough analogy, a system for

Ubiquitous Computing is something like satellite television
combined with the ease and universality of telephone
service. Users subscribe (not necessarily for a fee) to a
basic system (The OS, the web browser, email, and a word

processor) and to additional applications in a manner
similar to premium channels on satellite or cable T.V.'
Those "premium" applications could be spreadsheets, games,
presentation software, or development tools - just about

anything. Because of the consistent interface and the
absolute minimum of administration, Ubiquitous Computing

can deliver these computing services in a way that makes

using them completely natural regardless of the location.

Abbreviations and Terms
CSUSB

California State University, San
Bernardino

DHCP

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol - a
TCP/IP standard for simplifying
management of host IP configuration
[1] .

Diskless Client

A machine that operates without any
permanent local storage. The operating
system and user applications are
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downloaded from a server, but execute
on the client.

Ethernet

A commonly used networking technology.
See [2] for more details.

Gnome

A desktop environment for Linux and
many other UNIX systems. See [3] for
more details.

KDE

A desktop environment for UNIX (and
Linux) workstations. See [4] for more
details.

NFS

A specific type of network file system
for UNIX and similar operating systems.

NIS

Network Information Service. Formally
called Sun Yellow Pages.

PXE

Preboot Execution Environment. A
protocol for initializing a computer's
execution over a network. See [5] for
more details.

RPC

Remote Procedure Call.

TFTP

Trivial File Transfer Protocol. A
protocol for simple file transfers
without authentication.

X-Windows

A technology for implementing graphical
user interfaces. See [6] for more
details.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

History

The father of Ubiquitous Computing is generally
acknowledged to be the late Mark Weiser [7]

[8]. His vision

of Ubiquitous Computing was one in which the computer
becomes invisible to the user [9][10]. Rather than being a
tool that someone explicitly uses, computing, or the

process of computing, will happen transparently [11].
People will get the benefit of computing without actually

knowing that the computing was occurring [9]. Weiser used

the analogy of trying to lift something that is too heavy

[10]. In such a case people can employ the assistance of
someone else who is strong enough to lift it. Or people can
become instantly stronger and lift it themselves. The

former is like the use of today's computers. The latter
scenario is what Ubiquitous Computing is generally trying

to achieve.
The practice of trying to accomplish this has largely
centered on the use of many wireless devices operating in

the background in special environments. Information is
gathered and human needs are in some sense anticipated. If
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it sounds somewhat ethereal, it is. Early efforts were
somewhat hampered by limited bandwidth and the state of the

art in small wireless devices [10]. But research in this
field has continued and has become a hot topic in the last

few years - especially in Europe, as judged by perusing the

literature. A summer school for Ubiquitous and Pervasive

Computing is recorded in the recent literature [12]

- held

at a European castle with sports activities and a decent

wine cellar, no less.

Current Research

Much current research in Ubiquitous Computing centers
on mobile and hand-held devices [9] . An interesting

approach is a hand-held web server that has no interface

and stores personal information [13]. The device is used to
interact with Ubiquitous Computing resources that are found

in the general environment. The person steps up to existing
resources like kiosks, desktops PC's, and co-opts their
screens [13]. A related effort attempts to integrate all
kinds of mobile devices like badges, PDA's, and laptops

into an interactive environment with resources like video

cameras, speakers, project devices, and so on [14]. This is
based on globally scalable protocols and Bluetooth devices

■•
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1

[14]. Wearable computers are another variation on computing
resources that people carry around with them [15].

Other notable areas of current research involve
significant efforts in building the interactive
environments to determine what information is collected and

how it can be used [7]. How to approach the software

engineering needed to make these ideas work is a current
topic of study, too [16]. The authors identify a range of

concerns that show how difficult Ubiquitous Computing can
be. One cited example is the issue of how a person can know

that it's acceptable to use a particular printer in an
unfamiliar environment [16].

Concerns
The vision of Weiser involves collecting much
information about a person in order to provide all this
invisible computing. And this raises security concerns that
researchers from Weiser [10] to those active today [7][12]

have acknowledged. The consensus of those researchers seems
to be that technology alone cannot guarantee privacy and

security; there must be social and legal measures in place
[7] [10] [12] .
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Surprisingly, the concerns of privacy and the invasive

.nature of some of the more invisible versions of Ubiquitous

Computing do not seem to raise much criticism. At least,
little that it is readily evidenced in the literature. But,

as early as 1995 some concerns were published. Araya [8]
questions the benefits of Ubiquitous Computing given the

relatively large amounts of resources that need to be used

to achieve it [8]. He concludes [8] that Ubiquitous

Computing really constitutes "...an attempt at a violent
technological penetration of everyday life."

Rationale

Umbilical Cord attempts to research a scaled-down
version of Ubiquitous Computing that centers on ubiquity of

computing resources but avoids the issue of invasion and
allows much greater protection of privacy. While the
computer remains a tool that people explicitly use, the

research at CSUSB aspires to progressively build systems

that are easier to use. After all, it takes some knowledge

to use a telephone. It's hard to see that as a pressing

problem.
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Other Diskless Networks
There are many projects with diskless clients. Some
are variations on clusters for distributed computing like

the project mentioned in [17]. An interesting use of
diskless clients is that of kiosks in an internet-capable

nightclub, DNA Lounge [18]. The project in [17] is close to

Umbilical Cord in that the clients run applications
locally, but are not stations to be used by end users. The
project at DNA Lounge has some affinities to what the

Umbilical Cord project needs in terms of a familiar

interface, Internet browsing and email, but does not allow

persistence of user data, and it is not intended to be a

scalable network.
Many other examples of diskless clients are attempts

to sustain the use of older computers. Take an older
machine, run an X-Windows server on a remote machine and

use the faster hard drive on the server [19]. That is a

nice way of utilizing existing resources but it doesn't
help Umbilical Cord very much. Networks like that don't
scale well. Running the X Windows server remotely wastes
bandwidth in comparison to running it locally.
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Networks based on machines with disks running NFS in a
network environment do not meet the needs of Umbilical Cord

for the simple reason that they require local
administration to maintain the hard drive.
Commercial vending of application services delivered

over networks is also related to this research. These

efforts generally rely on a version of the Windows™
operating system.

They do share the goal of ubiquitous

access to information and applications. A good example is

the services offered at www.citrix.com [20]. But Citrix

uses a system of thin clients whose applications are
executed on the server. Umbilical Cord's distribution of
applications to the clients has promise for better

scalability.

Scalable Swap

Umbilical Cord, as will be seen below, implements a

scalable network swap. The most common implementation of a
scalable swap file is Microsoft's proprietary Windows™

operating system. There seems to be no publicly available
implementation in the UNIX world - online or in the

literature. Thus, there appear to be no open solutions that
can be used as the basis for Umbilical Cord's network swap.
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CHAPTER THREE
UMBILICAL CORD NETWORK

Design

The software product, Umbilical Cord, is intended to
be the fist step in researching Ubiquitous Computing at

CSUSB. This product will consist of a server, a machine for
routing and security, and one or more clients. The server

will provide the file storage for the clients and will host

software that allows the clients to boot over the network.
This includes network swap space for the clients. The
routing machine will provide a dedicated firewall and will

keep private the portion of the network traffic that
pertains to the interaction of the clients with the server.

The clients themselves will connect to the server, download

the operating system, boot up, and perform the usual
functions associated with a Linux workstation.
The routing machine is the least interesting component

and could, in theory, be replaced by a hardware router and
firewall. It will use a standard version of Linux and will
only require the equivalent of system configuration and

administration. It will not require any special software
development. On the other hand, the server and clients will
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require substantial modification to the versions of Linux'
that they will run. Figure 1 shows the layout of the
network.

Figure 1. Initial Topology

From the user's point of view, all this starts when a

client machine is turned on. After BIOS initialization, the
PXE-aware ROM code in the client's Ethernet card tries to

obtain an IP address through DHCP. The PXE-enabled DHCP
software on the server validates the hardware address of

the client's Ethernet card and supplies an IP address to
the client. The boot code from the Ethernet card then

downloads a PXE boot client from the server. After it is
downloaded into the memory of the client machine, the boot
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client takes control of the client machine. The 'boot client

then uses the TFTP protocol to download a configuration
file from a hard-coded location "on the server. This
configuration file tells the client where to find both a
-0
.
. .
Linux kernel' and a small root file’system" on the server.
The client downloads the kernel and the root file system,

and then boots Linux from those files. The- root file system
is essentially a "stub" onto which the client proceeds to

mount additional directories from the server via NFS. When
that is finished, the client presents a fully functional

Linux system that looks just like a standard Red Hat
workstation.

The server uses a Slackware 9.1 distribution [21] as
its basis. Some additional server software is needed: in
particular the PXE-extended DHCP server by the Internet

Software Consortium [22] is used. Additionally, the TFTP
server tftp-hpa [23] is employed, in part for its
compatibility with the boot client selected for this

project. The boot client in question is the PXE boot client
from the Syslinux [24] project by H. Peter Anvin. Apart
from kernel modifications for handling network swap, these
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software packages are the only needed additions to the
stock Slackware 9.1 distribution.

The client-side software is currently based on Red Hat

9.0 [25]

(workstation) but it features substantial

modifications. The root file system that the client
downloads contains startup scripts, and other configuration

files, that are substantially different from those employed
by a standard workstation with the 9.0 distribution. The

kernels that the clients use are also modified with builtin code to support networking, as well as kernel-level
configuration of the network and the root file system.

(The

usual method to start up the network involves loading

modules; for obvious reasons the diskless client cannot do

this). In particular, the kernel is modified to support

swapping over NFS. This code is taken from an existing
project [26] and is in the process of being enhanced (see

below).

The essence of the change in the clients' startup
scripts is to mount any necessary directories on the server
via NFS and remove any unnecessary maintenance of the file

systems. Specifically, the root file system does not need

to be mounted (it's mounted already by the PXE boot
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client), it doesn't need to be remounted read/write, nor
does it need to be checked for integrity because it is a
stub that is downloaded and expanded into a disk in memory.

The next time that the client boots the exact same root
file system will be downloaded and decompressed. An

overview of the changes to the clients' startup scripts and
configuration files is found in Appendix A.

The security and network topology of the system bears
some comment at this point. It's obvious that the traffic

that is private to the clients and the server - downloading

the boot client, getting the compressed Linux kernel and
root file system, reading and writing files, etc. - should
be kept private. Other traffic, i.e., Internet traffic,
should not be private. The current design creates a private

network between the clients and the server. The routing

machine uses network address translation to allow the

clients to access the Internet. This is somewhat similar to
the familiar use of a DSL router for home or home office.
Since the routing machine stands between the private

network and the "real world," it is also used for a
dedicated firewall. This is not enough for complete
security. Therefore, the server and clients also have
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customized firewalls based on IP tables. These firewalls
are mostly taken from the samples given in Red Hat Linux

Firewalls [27].
Now the astute reader will note that the topology

given above does not really create Ubiquitous Computing.
Only client machines in the enclosed box - a LAN - can
access the server and the user data on it. The same user

using a computer somewhere other than the CSUSB lab would
not be able to participate in this network. A more advanced

design is needed. Figure 2 shows this.

17

Local Network

Figure 2. Advanced Topology

This topology allows for Ubiquitous Computing because
the users can access their data from any properly
constructed local network. Authentication has also been
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moved from the OS Server to a centrally located server that

employs NIS.

Implementation at CSUSB
To simulate the private portion of the network as
given above in figure 2, a private Internet based on the

address range 192.168.1.0-255 has been created. Clients are
linked to their particular OS server by encoding the
server's IP address in the various scripts and

configuration files used in the clients' software. Access

to the Internet proper is done through a standard PC

configured as a router. The router has the internal address
of 192.168.1.1. The first, and currently only, OS server is

at 192.168.1.2. The data server and the NIS server are

installed on the same physical server at 192.168.1.3. This
configuration simulates the idea that the Umbilical Network

itself is a private network in so far as user data,
swapping, authentication, and OS services are concerned.

Additional sub-networks can be set up by using unassigned
IP addresses in the private network.
The Umbilical Cord software has been installed and
configured on the machines in the research lab. The precise
configuration of each of these machines is detailed in
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installation notes and configuration files. These are

supplied on the Umbilical Cord CD's kept by the maintainer
of the project. The organization and use of the materials

on the CD's should be clear to any knowledgeable developer.
All of the important documentation and crucial source code
are also to be found in the appendices of this document.

It must be admitted that there is no specific hardware

firewall or router in place to make the logical separation
from the OS server and its clients on the one hand, and the
data server and NIS server on the other. It would not be

hard to physically wall off the OS server from the data

server and the NIS server. In practice, however, there
isn't much reason to try to do this. The hardware required

would be better used elsewhere. More to the point, the

exact nature of the separation of OS server and clients
from the data server and the authentication server rests on

future development and probably cannot be simulated now in

any meaningful way.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SCALABLE SWAP

Overview

Even though the Umbilical Cord clients have large

amounts of installed memory, there is still the possibility
that the clients will need to perform memory paging at some
point. Umbilical Cord solves this by providing swap space

on the OS server to allow paging to occur over the network.
Paging over NFS - often considered to be quite unreliable -

is made possible through the use of an existing patch [26]
to the client-side kernel. However, this code uses swap
files of a fixed size. As an example, 200 clients each with

a 2-GB swap file would require 400 GB of disk storage on

the server. Most of that space would not be in use at any
given time since the clients ordinarily don't need to use
any swap space at all.

Anyone who has ever performed a standard Linux

installation knows that the ordinary scheme is to create a
swap partition that is twice the size of the machine's
physical RAM. A swap partition provides greater speed for

paging than a swap file because it has fewer overheads.

Given that virtual memory is already slow, this improvement
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in speed is welcome. Advanced users and administrators can
customize the size of their swap partition(s)In

particular it is expected that these power users can and

will adjust their systems to their needs. If they find that
their machines do not have enough memory, they can create

additional swap partitions or even add some swap files.

The cost for disk storage in consumer-level systems

has fallen considerably in recent years and this means that
it is not onerous at all to create large fixed-size swap

partitions. Even with such partitions, most users will
never fill up their hard drives. The extra speed is thus
more important than potentially freeing up a little extra
disk space for other uses. Finally, a scalable swap file

adds some additional overhead in CPU usage, because the
system now has to figure out how and when to shrink the
swap file back down.

When all these factors are added up, it is a much more
sensible decision for users with local storage to use a
fixed-size swap partition. That logic does not necessarily

apply to a client using network swap. The economics of
network disk storage is not the same as that of local disk

storage in consumer machines. High-performance network disk
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storage is relatively expensive. It's not feasible to
provide fixed-sized swap files or logical partitions for a

large number of clients. A way must be found to make better
use of server storage.
Umbilical Cord implements a scalable swap that solves

the problem of excessive use of server storage resources.
Each active client creates a small "stub" swap file of 48
KB on the server when it starts up. This swap file can
grow, as needed, to a maximum of 2 GB. Unused disk space is
dynamically reclaimed from the swap file on a periodic
basis. The client also deletes its swap file when it is

shut down. This scheme allows the client to keep to a

minimum its use of network storage for paging, but gives
the client up to 2 GB of swap space, if it needs it.

This document will refer to the swap file as being 2
GB but in reality it is just a little bit smaller than 2

GB. The reasons for this are given in Appendix C.

Details
The first part of the scalable swap is to have a small
file that can grow as necessary. The memory management

system calculates the total amount of available memory
based on physical RAM, swap file, and swap partition sizes.
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If one sets up a 1-GB swap partition and activates it, the
system will have 1 GB of additional memory available to it.
So, if a small swap file is added and activated, the client

will gain only a small amount of additional memory. If a

real 2-GB file is added the client will have the additional
memory but this solution is wasteful of network storage, as

noted above. Umbilical Cord's solution is to add a small
swap file on the server but make the kernel on the client

think that the file is 2 GB.
The relevant startup script for the client deletes any
previous swap file it finds and creates a new, 48-KB swap

file. The swapon system call is patched to make the swap

file look like a 2-GB file to the rest of the memory

management code in the kernel. This is done simply by
changing the real size of the file to the desired logical

size.

/* size is given in pages, not bytes */

swapfilesize = UC_SVJAP_FILE_SIZE » PAGE_SHIFT;

/*
*
*
*
*
*

NOTE:
Functions, global variables, and defines unique to the
Umbilical Cord project have the prefix uc or UC.
For example, ttdefine UC_SWAP_FILE_SIZE 2143338496
That is the logical size of a swap file, in bytes.

*/
Figure 3. Spoofing the Swap Size ■
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Everything else in the swapon call works right because
there really is a swap file there, of the appropriate type.

There is now 3 GB of memory available to the client at the
cost of a very small amount of storage space on the server.

At least, that cost is very small until the client actually
starts using a lot of that memory. And most clients won't
actually use much of the additional memory through swap.

Umbilical Cord's management of the client's swap file

is implemented as an "overlay" on the current memory
management in the 2.4.20 kernel. This functionality is
created though some new data structures and several

functions that work on top of what the memory manager in
the 2.4.20 kernel already does. The most important new data
structures are a usage map to determine which slots in the
swap file are currently in use, and an index that maps the

logical offsets of pages to physical slots in the swap
file. The kernel's existing data structures are not touched

at all, and only a few existing functions are patched.
The kernel patch for NFS swapping in [26] introduces a

new function nfs_rw_swap_page. All reading and writing to a
swap file over NFS go through this function. This function

is patched to allow for our scalable swap. Each offset in
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the swap file used by nfs_rw_swap_page is filtered through
a new function called uc_translate_offset. This new
function changes the fixed position of a page in the swap

file to a changeable one. Every time this page is accessed,

the offset (used by the existing swap functions) is checked
and translated to the current position in the swap file by

uc_translate_offset. Thus, the offsets used by the existing
swap routines in the kernel now become logical offsets in

the file rather than physical offsets.

<header> X

Y

File Grows Dynamically ->

Figure 4. The Translation Function

A somewhat simplified example will make this clearer.

In the stock kernel, a page's logical offset is the same as
its physical offset because the swap file is physically as

large as it appears in logical terms. The page size on the
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project's machines is 4096 bytes. An ordinary swap file of
1,073,741,824 bytes would have 262,144 page-sized slots in

the swap file. When the swap file is activated, only the
first slot in the swap file is actually used - for the

header of the swap file itself. If a page with a slot
offset of 262000 is going to be written out to the swap
file, it is simply written to slot 262000 or byte offset

1073152000 (=

262000 * 4096) in the file. But note that

the memory manager may very well write a page out to a
place near the end of the swap file. In some circumstances,

the Umbilical Cord swap file will still be too small to
accommodate this physical placement in the file, and such a
write would fail.
Umbilical Cord's scalable swap remaps the actual

locations of the pages in the file. In the above scenario
nfs_rw_swap_page would call uc_translate_offset(262000).

uc_translate_offset checks index[262000] and sees that this

page is currently marked as untranslated. It will then find

the lowest physical slot in the swap file currently unused.
In this case, that would be the second slot or
usage_map[l]. It marks usage_map[l] as being in use, stores
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1 in index[262000] and returns 1. Now the page will
actually be written to slot offset 1, or byte offset 4096.

If this page is ever read back by nfs_rw_swap_page, it
will call uc_translate_offset(262000) which returns 1. The

page at physical slot 1 in the swap file is read instead of
the page at physical slot 262000. To complete the cycle, we
patch swap_entry_free so that when the page at logical

offset 262000 is finally freed, we mark usage_map[l] as
being unused, and set index[262000] to zero-to indicate

that it no longer translates to any physical slot. If a new
page were to be paged out at this point, it would be

assigned the lowest free slot in the swap file, which would
again be the second physical slot in the swap file.

As more pages are written out to the swap file, the
swap file will physically grow. When some of those pages

are released, the file is truncated to a smaller size. But

that might not work because many of the slots "higher" in

the file will probably still be in use. For example,
process "X" may cause the swap file to grow something like:
... [X]

[X]

[X]

[X]
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Then process "Y" may have some pages belonging to it
written out:

... [X]

[X]

[X]

[X]

[Y]

[Y]

If the pages belonging to X are released, the swap
file now looks like this:
. . . [ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[Y]

[Y]

At this point, one obvious way to shrink the size of
the swap file back down would be to move the data belonging

to Y down to a lower location in the file.
• • • [Y]

[Y]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

Then the client could simply truncate the file. But it

is too expensive to do this. Moving all that data around
will cause much disk activity on the server. That will
cause a busy server to slow its response to all the other

requests that it needs to handle. It will probably also
shorten the disk's life somewhat. This method could also

slow down the execution of software on the client because
other operations, especially new paging requests, might

have to wait while pages in the swap file were being moved
around.

A better scheme is to cut out the unused blocks from
the middle of the file in one operation.
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That is,
.• - [ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[Y]

[Y]

Simply becomes:

. . . [Y]

[Y]

Of course, sometimes the client gets lucky and the
following occurs.

... [X]

[X] [X]

[X]

[Y]

[Y]

Then process Y terminates and its pages are released.
... [X]

[X] [X]

[X]

[ ]

[ ]

Now the client can simply truncate the file. But,

usually, this is not going to be enough to scale the swap
file back to a minimal size. There will typically be a lot

of fragmentation in the file. How we effect the
defragmenting of the swap file becomes the key point in

keeping the swap file truly scalable.

The first part of the defragmenting scheme occurs in
uc_translate_offset. As explained above, when a page is

first written out to the disk, uc_translate_offset finds an
empty slot for the page. This slot is always the lowest
free slot in the file. The data structures are updated. If
that page is read back, the translation function finds the

correct physical slot for the page offset that the rest of
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the swap routines use. But if that page is ever written
back to disk, the current physical slot is recalculated and

a lower slot is assigned if possible. This helps the data
to migrate to the lower parts of the swap file.
The second part of the defragmenting is truncation

itself. This is done from a new kernel thread called
uc_swap_thread. This thread is launched from the init
process in main()

(linux/init/main.c). The new thread

periodically checks to see if the difference between the
highest slot in use and the size of the swap file varies by

more than a set amount. If it does, it truncates the file
to the size needed to accommodate the highest slot in use.
The truncation is performed through the standard mechanism,

the nfs_notify_change function.

The third and final part of the defragmenting scheme
is to cut out unused portions of the swap file. The clientside code divides the swap file into 4 MB groups of slots,

each called a uc_defrag_block '(for defragmenting block).
When a uc_defrag_block has all of it slots freed up, it

gets marked dirty. The same thread, uc_swap_thread, that

checks for truncation, also checks for defragmenting. If it
can, it will tell the server to cut out the portion of the
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file that corresponds to the slots in the highest dirty

uc_defrag_block.

The uc_defrag_block is then marked clean.

This means, however, that our defragmenting is now
more like the following:

.. . [ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[Y]

[Y]

[Y]

[Y]

Simply becomes

The intervening space in the file has simply been
removed, and the disk space is reclaimed on the server.

This turns out to be simple, because the data represented

in [Y]

[Y] doesn't need to be adjusted in any way.

The actual defragmenting occurs on the server, of
course, and takes advantage of file holes. File holes are

an established feature of UNIX file systems [28]. They

allow for a file to have a smaller physical size than its
logical size would suggest. For example, a file that is 32

KB in size could be logically extended to 1 MB and would
still use the same amount of disk space. An application

could then write 8 KB of data at the end of the file (at

the 1 MB file mark) and the file would now take up 40 KB in
physical size and would logically be 1,089,536 (= 1 MB + 8

KB) bytes in length.
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The amount of disk space used by the file (in a file

system like the ext3 file system) is measured by how many
blocks on disk it actually uses, not by its logical file
size.

The ext3 file system uses a series of addressing

blocks to describe where the actual data blocks of the file
are located on disk. These addresses are kept in the data

structure that controls a particular file, called an inode

[28]. The first 12 addressing blocks stored in the inode
refer directly to blocks on disk. If the block size on a
particular ext3 volume is 4096 bytes then the first 12

addressing blocks can address 48 kilobytes of the file's
data. For the ext3 file system these 12 addresses are

stored in inode->u.ext3_i.i_data[0..11] .
Suppose that, with a block size of 4096 bytes, an

application wanted to read from byte offset 8192 in the
file. To simplify somewhat, the file system calculates that
this offset in the file is addressed by the value stored in
inode->u.ext3_i.i_data[2]. That address is a direct address

and so points directly at the actual file data. Therefore,

the disk block at the offset contained in inode>u.ext3_i.i_data[2] can be read into memory and used.
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Because - in our example - the block size is 4096,
each addressing block in the inode points to a block on

disk that stores 4096 bytes'of the file's’data. So inode-

>u.ext3_i.i_data[0] points to the first 4096 bytes of the

file's data, inode->u.ext3_i.i_data[1] to-the next 4096
bytes, and so on.

For data that cannot be addressed by these direct
address blocks there is an indirect address block that
points to a block on disk that contains (block size / 4)

addresses. For offsets in the file that are too large to be
addressed in this way there is a block for double

indirection and even one for triple indirection if needed.
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ext3 Addressing Structure - With Block Size of 4096
Pointer Type

Points to

Amount of disk data
actually addressed

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

cdirect block>

-> data on disk.

4096 Bytes of file data.

<direct block>

- > data on disk.

4096 Bytes of file data.

<direct block>

- > data on disk.

4096 Bytes of file data.

<direct block>

- > data on disk.

4096 Bytes of file data'.

<direct block>

- > data on disk.

4096 Bytes of file data.

<direct block>

- > data on disk.

4096 Bytes of file data.

<direct block>

- > data on disk.

4096 Bytes of file data.

<direct block>

- > data on disk.

4096 Bytes of file data.

<direct block>

- > data on disk.

4096 Bytes of file data.

<direct block>

- > data on disk.

4096 Bytes of file data.

<direct block>

- > data on disk.

4096 Bytes of file data.

cdirect block>
<indirect>

- > data on disk.

4096 Bytes of file data.
Each direct block - > data
on disk. 4MB of the
file's data.,

13

<double
indirect>

-> 1024■indirect
blocks.

Each indirect block ->
1024 direct blocks. Each
direct block -> data on
disk. 4 GB of the file's
data.

14

ctriple
indirect>

-> 1024 double
indirect blocks.

Each double-indirect
block -> 1024 indirect
blocks. Each indirect
block -> 1024 direct
blocks. Each direct block
-> data on disk. 2 TB is
the maximum for ext3
files, although the
addressing structure
could address more.

-> 1024 direct
blocks.

Figure 5. The Ext3 Addressing Structure'

For more details, refer to [28] and the Linux kernel
source code (supplied on the project's CD's).
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Still using a block size of 4096, now consider reading

a page's worth of data (4096 bytes) from a file at byte

offset 65536 (64 KB). That is addressed by the single
indirect address block, inode->u.ext3_i.i_data[12]

(inode-

>u.ext3_i.i_data[EXT3_IND_BLOCK] in the source code). That

means that inode->u.ext3_i.i_data[EXT3_IND_BLOCK] points to
a block on disk that contains addresses of blocks on disk
that contain the file's data. To read a page's worth of

data at byte offset 65536, the file system first reads from
the disk the block that is pointed to by
inode->u.ext3_i.i_data[EXT3_IND_BLOCK]. Now the file system
has, in memory, a block of 4096 bytes that contains 1024
addresses.

inode->u.ext3 i.i data[EXT3 IND BLOCK]

N/
Disk Block of

Figure 6. Ext3 Indirect Block Addressing
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Since, in this example, the first 48 KB of the file's
data are addressed by the 12 direct blocks, the data in the
file at offset 65536 is addressed by the fifth address in

the address block that is pointed to by and read into
memory. As a zero-based array, that would be, in pseudo
code, address_block[4]. So the file system would now read

the data block pointed to by address_block[4] into memory
and the data read is complete.

Accessing data from the portion of the file governed
by the double indirect blocks is the same as the singleindirect example, with the addition of another layer of

addressing.
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inode->u.ext3_i.i_data[EXT3_DIND_BL0CK]

M/

Figure 7. Ext3 Double Indirect Block Addressing

If the block size is still 4096, where would the file
system start to find the data for file starting at a byte
offset of 8 MB? Well, the first 48 KB of the file are

addressed by the 12 direct addressing blocks. The next 4 MB

(1024 * 4096) of the file are addressed by the single
indirect block. So the offset can be adjusted by

subtracting (48 KB + 4 MB) from 8 MB. That gives an offset
of 4145152. Now the file system knows that the triple

indirect address block will start at an offset of (48 KB +
4 MB + 4 GB). So the calculated offset of 4145152 falls
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into the range of the file handled by the double indirect

address block.
Given the 4096 block size that is assumed here, each

branch in the double-indirect address structure will govern

4 MB of the file's data. That's because the disk block that
inode->u.ext3_i.i_data[EXT3_DIND_BLOCK] points to will
contain the addresses of 1024 disk blocks that in turn each

point to a disk block with 1024 addresses each of which
point to a data block of 4096 bytes. In other words, inode>u.ext3_i.i_data[EXT3_DIND_BLOCK] points to a disk block
that points to 1024 single-indirect address blocks.

Given that all these calculations of the addressing
structure are based on the block size of the file system

(which influences how many addresses a disk block
contains), the calculation of the path to a data block can
be made before actually reading any data from the disk. To

actually get the data the file system in essence has to

"drill down," unless the data block, is one of the 12 that
is addressed directly.
As an example, take a file offset of 60 MB
(62,914,560) and a block size of 4096. That is somewhere in

the portion of the file addressed by the double indirect
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addressing structure. Each branch of the double indirect
structure handles 4 MB. Using zero-based counting, that
offset will fall into the 13th single-indirect branch that

is contained in the double-indirect addressing structure.
The disk block that contains this file offset will be the
1012th, of the 13th single-indirect branch. Why? Well,

62,914,560 - (12 * 4096)

= 62,865,408.

62,865,408 - (1024 * 4096) = 58,671,104 (relative

offset within the double indirect tree).
58,671,104 / (1024 * 4096) = 13 using integer
arithmetic.

58,671,104 - (13 * (1024 * 4096)) = 4145152

(relative

offset with the 13th indirect branch).
4145152 / 4096 = 1012 (The offset in the last address
block that points to the actual data).
In the terms that the file system's code actually
uses, this is a path with a depth of 3 and addresses as

given the following figure.
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12

(Offset in inode->u.ext3_i.i_data[]

that is at

the head of the path)
13

(The next address block)

1012

(The next address block)

0

(Path terminates, no more addressing needed)

Figure 8. Sample Ext3 Address Path

(To see the actual code for obtaining the path to a
block, look at linux/fs/ext3/inode.c).

To get this data the file system will read inode-

>u.ext3_i.i_data[12]. Then, using that disk block as array
of addresses it will read address_block[13]. The new disk
block is also an address block and the file system reads
address_block[1012] and the resulting data is the actual

file data. This example is simplistic in that caching,

exact block alignment, and other issues are ignored. But it

should give the reader an idea of how the ext3 file system
locates the actual data blocks of a file to read and write

that file's data.

The triple-indirect addressing structure is not
detailed here because the scalable swap in Umbilical Cord

is specifically designed to avoid any need to handle the
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triple-indirect portion of the ext3 data structures when
dealing with the clients' swap files.
Now, what happens if one of those address blocks

doesn't contain a valid address? What if the last address
block in the example had a zero (0) at address_block[1012]
instead of a valid address pointing to the data block?

Well, that is a file hole. The ext3 file system knows that
a value of zero in an address is invalid and means that

there is nothing in the file there. The read returns data

that is all nulls (zeroes). What if the higher address in

the chain, address_block[13] in our example, had been zero?
Everything from that point on in the address structure
would be a file hole. Any block being read from that point

and lower in that branch of the addressing structure is a
non-existent block.

This means that the addressing structure of the ext3
file system points to a logical array of data blocks that

may or may not actually exist on disk. We can take
advantage of these file holes to reclaim disk space from

the server. If we want to reclaim the disk space that
corresponds to a portion of the swap file that is no longer
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in use, we can "punch" a hole in the file's addressing
structure at the correct point.
While ext3 and other file systems available in Linux
understand file holes, there is no Linux API for punching a
hole in the middle of an ext3 file. So Umbilical Cord has a

custom routine for doing a specialized form of this on the
server. The code is directly modeled on file truncation and

is available for the ext3 file system only. The holes
themselves are made by zeroing out certain addressing

blocks of the file, and releasing any data blocks that
those addressing blocks point to. This is potentially an
inefficient operation. There might be a large number of

clients making such requests at the same time, and the
server might get overloaded.
The code is therefore optimized for particular offsets
in the file. In fact, it requires them. The code also

requires that the server-side file system use a file-system
block size of 4096. The client must issue its defragmenting

commands in 4-MB sized chunks that start at (logical) byte
offset 4243456 (= (12 * 4096 + 1024 * 4096)). That causes
each chunk to be evenly aligned on one of the branches of

the double-indirect addressing block. And, of course, the
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size of the chunk, 4 MB, exactly corresponds to the amount

of data addressed by that one branch.
The client-side code simply makes an nfs_notify_change
call with a new -attribute:

/* kernel/umbilical_cord.c */
lock_kernel () ;

down(&i_node->i_sem) ;
i_attr.ia_valid = UC_ATTR_DEFRAG;
i_attr.ia_size = offset;
err = nfs_notify_change(dentry,
up(&i_node->i_sem);

&i_attr);

unlock_kernel();

Figure 9. Calling nfs_notify_change

"Offset" here is the byte offset where the hole should
be created. The size of the hole is fixed and doesn't need

to be transmitted to the server. The encoding of the
arguments on the client had to be altered to accommodate

this change.
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/* fs/nfs/nfs3xdr.c */
static inline u32 *
xdr_encode_sattr(u32 *p, struct iattr *attr)

{
/* JW Umbilical Cord */
if (attr->ia_valid & UC_ATTR_DEFRAG)

{

/*
* We are going to do something here that won't
* require a change in the size of the arguments
*/
*p++ = htonl(UC_ATTR_DEFRAG);
p = xdr_encode_hyper(p, (__ u64) attr->ia_size);
*p++ = xdr_zero;
return p;

}
/* End Umbilical Cord */

}
Figure 10. Encoding The Defragmenting Call

All the original and modified source code for the
client is supplied in Appendix G. This doesn't include all

the changes made by the patch in [26].

The code changes on the server are deliberately
modeled on a file truncation because most of what needs to
be done is very similar to what a file truncation does. The
code for the defragmenting follows closely the call chain

for an operation setting a file's attributes (that's how
the Linux virtual file system does a truncation) as much as

it can, and only diverges with new, original, code where it
must. Basically, the following steps are performed.
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1)

Decode the arguments for the NFS operation.

2)

Check permissions.

3)

Release any memory mapping associated with the

range of the file that will be "punched out."

4)

Release any pages in the page cache associated

with the range of the file that will be "punched out."

5)

Create the actual file hole by modifying the

address blocks.
6)

Clean up the inode (mark it dirty, etc.) and

return the result to the caller.

All the original and modified source code for the OS
server is supplied in Appendix H.
The 2-GB swap space that is currently implemented is a

one-size-fits-all strategy that will provide a kind of
insurance policy to keep a client from crashing if

something unusual occurs. 2-GB is the current Linux limit
for a single swap file and this gives the clients a total

of 3 GB of memory. That should suffice for any of the
currently envisioned uses of the Umbilical Cord clients. It

is possible to add more swap space by adding additional
scalable swap files, but this is undesirable because adding
swap files uses additional physical RAM on the client. At
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some point the data structures for the scalable swap files
will be using RAM that might be needed for user
applications. Then memory paging will be necessary for the

routine functioning of the machine, and that would be a

noticeable performance hit. That amounts to a machine that
is in some ways more "reliable" - but one that no one would

want to use!
Eventually the separate overlay design of the scalable
swap can be moved into the existing memory management code

of the Linux kernel. This would increase the client's
efficiency somewhat. This has deliberately not been done

out of a desire to leave running code alone, and to
increase the portability of the scalable swap to future

versions of the Linux kernel. The efficiency of integrating
the code is probably outweighed by the flexibility that the
present design allows.

Notice that the swap file starts out as 48 KB in size
but is not truncated or defragmented below byte offset

4243456. The main reason for that is to avoid useless work

on the server. 48 KB is a nice even number. It's a small

file, it is created quickly, and it's big enough to start
with. But 48 KB only holds 12 pages from the client. Once
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demand paging gets going, the swap file will usually grow
well beyond 48 KB. And in testing the performance and

stability of the machine it has been observed - in an ad
hoc fashion, admittedly - that even after the paging dies
and there is plenty of free physical RAM on the client,

there are still a good many pages in the swap file still in
use. Often there are hundreds, if not thousands. Very

rarely will that part of the swap file be empty space that
can be reclaimed.

It is also■impossible to predict, on the client, when

new processes will start demanding memory that forces
demand paging. It is desirable to avoid a situation in
which data blocks are freed on the server, immediately used

again, freed again, and so on. Therefore, once the singleindirect addressing block has been used in the file, it is
left alone until the client shuts down and deletes the file

entirely. It just seems unlikely and inefficient to try to
reclaim space from that low portion of the swap file.

Test Results

The scalable swap was systematically tested to verify
that disk space is being reclaimed on the server. Ad hoc
testing with commonly used applications like web browsers
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and word processors showed that demand paging will not

ordinarily occur. So a special test program was written.

This program is designed to use enough memory to force
demand paging. The functioning of the program is simple. It
allocates a large amount of memory in the form of a number

of 32-MB buffers that can be used as arrays of integers.
The program writes the array offset of each element in the
array, with a seed value added to it. When it has worked

through the array it has the option of reading back the
values to test the correctness of the writes.

The program also has the option of performing a number
of read-write iterations, as well as cycles that encompass:

the allocation of the memory; a certain number of readwrite iterations; freeing the memory; and repeating the
whole thing again. The source code for the program is given

in Appendix I.
On the server side, the ordinary location of the swap
file was changed to an extra partition that holds nothing
but an ext3 file system and a directory for the client's
swap file. The only variation in disk usage on this

partition is therefore due to changes in the client's swap
file. A simple shell script was written that writes out the
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number of free blocks on this partition every 5 seconds.
The source code for this script is also given in appendix

I.
By examining the results of the disk usage, and the
logs of the client (particularly to see when defragmenting

or truncation occurs), it is possible to form a clear

picture of the growth and shrinkage of the swap file.

One test was run with the swap program being launched
from a terminal window as "force_swapping 3 1 true."
• This chart shows the growth and shrinkage of the disk
usage by the swap file on the OS Server.
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Figure 11. Free Disks Blocks on OS Server During Paging

The y axis shows the number of free data blocks, in KB

blocks at the time of sampling.

Before the program starts up there happen to be
30579336 free data blocks on the test partition.

When the diskless client boots and creates the stub
swap file the number of free data blocks drops to 30579288.
(48 1-KB blocks is the size the client uses for the stub
swap file). Then the test program was launched.
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It is seen that the program eventually causes a steady
drop in free blocks until the usage hits a valley sometime

during the portion of the program where it reads its data
back. Apparently this reading does not cause as much new

demand paging, and then none at all. Then the program ends
that allocation cycle and begins another. That frees all
the pages in the swap file that belong to the test program.
Now it starts a new allocation cycle and begins to write to

that data - which we know must cause new demand paging. But

at the same time uc_swap_thread is reclaiming data.
Eventually we hit a peak and there is no more space that

can be reclaimed.

(At least, there is none that can be

recovered at the level of the 4-MB granularity of the
defragmenting blocks, and none that can be gotten through a

truncation). Now the number of pages sent out to the swap
file grows until the write portion of the cycle is
finished. Then the disk usage on the server hits another
valley while the test program reads its data back.

This pattern continues until the program terminates.
Then the swap thread steadily reclaims space until there is

no more free space that it can recover. At this point, the
actual amount of data in the swap file was 49,745,920
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bytes. However, the amount of additional disk usage for the
swap file on the server is 132,919,296 bytes. Some of that

usage is overhead from the file system, but this shows that

there is still some fragmentation in the swap file. But,

the client was able to recover more than 800 MB from a swap
file that had grown to about 1 GB on the server. The test

data is included in appendix J.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FUTURE WORK

The current version of Umbilical Cord should provide a
solid foundation for future research. But even at this
stage, it is obvious that there are many things that need
to be done. The most immediate needs are better security

and greater efficiency in the ubiquity of the user data.
The current version of NFS is not encrypted over the
network. As regards user login and user data, this is a

security hole that cannot be allowed. Eventually, secure

NFS using SSH tunneling could be used to close this gap.

Files that are not sensitive to security issues will
probably be left unencrypted to avoid any performance
penalties. An example of this is the read-only binaries in

/usr. There is no reason to encrypt their transmission
across the network. The scalable swap will also be modified

to allow encryption of swap data.
The topology given above in figure 2 does provide for

ubiquity of user data, but having a single data server for
the entire Umbilical Cord network will cause slow access
for local networks that are located far away from the data

server. The proposed improvement is to use data servers
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that are located in close proximity to the local networks
that they serve. These data servers will function as peerto-peer caching servers. A given user's data will reside on

the data server used for that user's "home" network.
Because that data server is near the local network, access

to the user's data is fast. When a user logs onto another
local network, the data server for that particular local

network will get the user's data from the appropriate data
server. That data will be cached on the current data
server. Changes will be sent back to the data server for

the user's home network. The precise details of this
caching, scheme are still to be worked out. But, the issue

is similar to the data coherency problem that is common in

a caching scheme.
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Figure 12. Topology with Caching Data Servers

There are also a number of less fundamental
improvements that can be suggested at this time.

When network paging gets started some kind of warning
program ought to appear to inform the user what is
happening.
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At least some of the standard applications that come

with the Red Hat distribution either do not work on the
diskless client or on our network as is. An example is the

password applet that comes with Gnome/Red Hat 9. It
currently doesn't work with the NIS server either from the
client or the development machine. Another example is that

the Gnome terminal doesn't work for non-privileged users on
the diskless client. We don't want the end users of the
Umbilical Cord network to have any reason to use a

terminal. But the fact that the Gnome terminal doesn't work
is something that needs to be examined.
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CHAPTER SIX
ADDITIONAL NOTES

The project is currently installed on 5 machines in
the Research Lab in Jack Brown Hall, room 361, at CSUSB.
The diskless client and the development machine are located

on Dell Optiplex GX270 computers. These machines are PXE-

capable, and each has 1 GB of installed RAM. The routing
machine is an NEC 8100 with 256 MB of RAM. It has an
additional Ethernet card installed so that it can perform

the duties of a router. The OS server is likewise installed
on an NEC 8100 and an additional NEC 8100 does double duty

as the NIS and data server. The machines are connected
together by a 100 Mb Ethernet switch. The hard drive was

removed from the diskless client and installed in the OS
server. This is to demonstrate that the diskless client is

indeed running diskless, and to provide greater storage in

the OS server.
The references in [17] [18] [26] [29] [30] were of great

help. Full credit must be given to them for the help they
provide for diskless projects.
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APPENDIX A
CHANGES TO THE CLIENT SOFTWARE
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1)

Sysvinit-2.85 is modified to call the script ucord_mount_nfs as the first thing it does
when initializing the system. The script ucord_mount_nfs mounts all necessary
directories onto the root file system via NFS. This script is also called during
shutdown to handle the cleanup of files and directories mounted over NFS.

2)

Custom fstab and hosts files are provided for the clients. These simply have
'
anything extraneous removed from them. Certainly we don't want the root file
system to have an entry in fstab because it is mounted by the kernel from a
compressed image and kept in memory. It cannot be mounted or remounted from a
disk the way the root file system of a Linux system usually can.

3)

A custom inittab is provided for the clients. This is only to allow us to easily modify
the initial run level of the clients. Right now, there really isn't anything special in it.

4)

Modules.conf is modified to lock the nlm ports to 4001. This is to allow NFS to
pass through the firewall. Ordinarily, some NFS traffic is assigned to random ports.
This makes constructing a firewall difficult. Therefore, these services are all locked
down to a particular port on the server.

5)

Network.conf is similarly modified to lock down the mount daemon to port 4002.

6)

A standard profile is provided. This is simply to avoid using my profile from the
development machine, which has things in it that don’t apply to the diskless clients
themselves.

7)

Similar to #6, a standard rc.local script is provided. There isn’t anything special in it
at the moment. Perhaps in the future we will use this for some purpose not currently
needed.

8)

Rc.sysinit is extensively modified. Almost everything that has to do with the root
file system is deleted. That is because the root file system is already mounted
read/write by the kernel during the first part of the boot process. The remainder of
the changes relate to the scalable swap. The curious should read the modified
source and compare it to the rc.sysinit file that comes standard with Red Hat 9.0.

9)

The changes for the scalable swap file are simple. On boot-up, delete any previous
swap file on the server. The location of the swap file is hard coded into the startup
scripts. Create a new, small, swap file, and then turn on swapping as is normally
done. When shutting down, turn off swapping, then delete the swap file from the
server.
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10)

GDM (The Gnome Display Manager) is modified to create a new home directory if
there is no current home directory for the user. This is done after a user successfully
logs in, of course. This step is a prelude to future work with caching data servers.
The idea is simply that there may be no home directory for a given user on the
current data server because it is not that user’s home data server.
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APPENDIX B
CONFIGURATION OF THE OS SERVER SOFTWARE
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1)

Install Slackware 9.1. Install all the packages except for the
KDE international resources. Configure the options and the
network, as appropriate. Use a static IP address. The
installation materials assume that the OS server has an IP
address of 192.168.1.2. You can change that, but you will have to
adjust the software, in particular on the development machine.
The document, "Installing_Slackware_9 .l_OS_Server" has'
a
step-by-step guide of the installing Slackware on the
OS
server. Configure the host name as "osl" and whatever (private)
domain name is going to be used fog the project. At the time of
writing this document the domain name was umbilical-cord.edu. Of
course, if this installation is for a different OS server, then
the host name should probably be "os2" or whatever is
appropriate.

2)

Create a non-privileged user "ucord" and install the OS Server
files into that user's home directory. That means to copy, untar,
and decompress the file named os_server.tar.gz.
The files are now to be found in /home/ucord/os_server.

3)

Decompress and untar the dhcp archive in os_server/software.
Compile and install the dhcpd daemon according to the
instructions that come with it. You should not need to alter the
configure script before running it.
That is:
tar -xvf dhcp-latest.tar
cd into the appropriate directory
./configure
make
(as root) make install

4)

Decompress, untar, compile, and install the tftp server.
This is the file named tftp-hpa-0.34.tar. If a newer
version is supplied, use that. You should not need to
alter the configure script before running it.
That is:
tar -xvf tftp-hpa-0.34.tar
cd into the appropriate directory
./configure
make
(as root) make install

5)

Change the working directory to os_server/configs.
Edit the supplied dhcpd.conf as appropriate. In
particular you want to verify the DNS servers'
addresses in the file. That is, edit this
option domain-name-servers 209.76.235.2;
option domain-name-servers 209.76.235.3;
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Enter the appropriate DNS server addresses.
If you change the base address of the network or
the address' of the OS server, then you will need
to adjust some of the entries. You should need NOT
to change anything, even if you are creating an
entirely new Umbilical Cord subnetwork.

You will need to enter the MAC addresses of the
clients into dhcpd.conf to match which IP address
you want them to have. Generally speaking, all you
need to do is to decide which client is going to
be "nodel," "node2," etc. Turn on the machine
with its network boot option enabled. The PXEenabled Ethernet card will display its MAC address
on the screen. Write that down. The network boot
will fail - because we have gotten the OS server .
running yet - but that's OK.
Now, simply take that MAC address and enter it
in the appropriate place. That is, the entries like

host nodel {
hardware ethernet 00 : 07:E9:0F:E9:D3;
fixed-address 192.168.1.101;
}

If -you need additional' entries,
as needed based on this model.

simply created them

Do this for each diskless client that you will have
and also do this for the development machine. That
machine will also be configured for DHCP and will
need an entry in dhcpd.conf on the OS server. Which
machines get called which node is a design decision.
See the document "Notes on Client Directories" as
noted above.

Copy the up-to-date dhcpd.conf to /etc/dhcpd.conf
Edit the supplied "exports" if needed. You should
not do this unless you know what you are doing and
want to change the layout of the files for the
diskless clients or you want to change the base
address of the network.

Copy exports to /etc/exports

You should not need to edit inetd.conf unless you
want to change some of the parameters for the tftp
server. Don't do this unless you know what you are
doing.
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Copy inetd.conf to /etc/inetd.conf

6)

Cd into' the rc.d directory (as full path:
/home/ucord/os_server/configs/rc.d).
If necessary, edit the supplied files as needed.
Unless you change the network address or the
address of the OS server, you should not need to
edit anything. -

As root, do the following:
cp * /etc/rc.d
That will configure the firewall, the DHCP server,
the NFS server, and the startup/shutdown scripts.

7)

As root, run the script os_server/scripts/create_dirs .
This will set up the
clients will use. As
of these things, but
you have a reason to
doing.

directory structure that the diskless
already stated, you can change many
you don't want to do that unless
do so - and you know what you are

Copy the pxelinux.O boot agent from the software directory
to (the newly created) /tftpboot. Then untar and copy
the directory pxelinux.cfg to the /tftpboot directory.
E.g. :

cd ~/os_server/software
su
cp pxelinux.O /tftpboot
cd ../configs
tar -xvf pxelinux.cfg.tar --directory=/tftpboot
8)

Edit the configurations in /tftpboot/pxelinux.cfg as needed.
See the document "Notes on Client Directories." You must
be sick of hearing about that document by now!

The basic issue is to match each file to a given boot client.
The name of the configuration file is the IP address of the
client in hexadecimal. The name is used in a case-sensitive
manner by the pxe boot client. That is, it should be C0A80165,
not c0a80165, for the client with IP address 192.168.1.101.
The contents of the file should agree with the host name
that you decided on for that client.

DEFAULT kernels/nodel
APPEND ramdisk_size=262144 initrd=file_systems/nodel
root=/dev/ram rw
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ip=192.168.1.101:192.168.1.2:192.168.1.1:255.255.255.0 model:ethO
: off

Make sure that "nodel" is the right hostname, and that
the address for the client is correct. You don't need
to change anything else, unless you decide to rework
the directory structure for the clients.

9)

Compile the server kernel by compiling and installing the source
tree in 2.4.22-SRVR. See "Compile_os__server_slackware" and the
Kernel HOWTO on the linux documentation site (www.tldp.org) for
help.

Basically, you want to do this.
As user ucord, or whatever non-privileged user account
you created for the Umbilical Cord Developer:
cd ~/os_server/linux-2.4,22-SRVR

make clean
make mrproper
make xconfig
Now, use the "cur_config" script as. the basis of
the configuration and modify for the processor
type. You should not need to do anything else,
except possibly add the driver for the ethernet
card in the server.

make
make
make
make

dep
clean
bzImage
modules

su

make modules_install
rm /boot/vmlinuz
cp arch/i386/boot/bzlmage /boot/vmlinuz-2.4.22-SRVR

rm /boot/System.map
cp System.map /boot/System.map-2.4.22-SRVR
rm /boot/config
cp .config /boot/config-2.4.22-SRVR
cd /boot

In -s vmlinuz-2.4.22-SRVR vmlinuz
In -s System.map-2.4.22-SRVR System.map
In -s config-2.4.22-SRVR config
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NOTE! If you installed over an existing Linux
installation which used GRUB, and you decided
to keep the existing GRUB boot loader (and thus
you didn't install LILO), you need to do this:

vi /boot/grub/menu. 1st

edit the appropriate line to be something like
kernel /vmlinuz ro root=/dev/hda2 lockd.udpport=4001
lockd.tcpport=4001

Save and exit vi. You do not need to "rebuild" GRUB.
If you installed LILO, you only need to rebuild it from the
command line:

lilo
lilo -g
You should have already configured lilo.conf, but if you
didn't, then add
lockd.udpport=4001 lockd.tcpport=4001

to the appropriate line in lilo.conf, BEFORE rebuilding
LILO.
exit
If you hardware configuration is different, you may need to
adjust this. In particular, make sure that root=/dev/hda2 is the
right device and partition for your root file system. If you have
a SCSI machine instead of an IDE-based machine, seek help online.
I have never done a Linux installation on a SCSI machine. Sorry!

14)

Lock down the ports
supplied reading.

(for the firewall)

as suggested in the

NOTE! If you do not use the suggested ports, then you must modify
the firewall. The only port that you need to manually adjust is
the one used for rquotad (specified in /etc/services) as follows:

rquotad
rquotad

4003/tcp
4003/udp

But, if you want to do things differently, like using Red Hat,
the supplied reading on the NFS ports is absolultely necessary.

15)

Reboot the OS server and proceed to setting up the development
machine.
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P.S.

You can check that the ports are correct with rpcinfo -p. You
need to run that as root. You should get something like the
following:

100000
100000
100011
100011
100011
100011
100003
100003
100021
100021
100021
100005
100005
100005
100005
100005
100005
100024
100024

2
2
1
2
1
2
2
3
1
3
4
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1

top
udp
udp
udp
top
top
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
top
udp
top
udp
top
udp
top
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111
111
4003
4003
4003
4003
2049
2049
4001
4001
4001
4002
4002
4002
4002
4002
4002
4000
4000

portmapper
portmapper
rquotad
rquotad
rquotad
rquotad
nf s
nf s
nlockmgr
nlockmgr
nlockmgr
mountd
mountd
mountd
mountd
mountd
mountd
status
status

APPENDIX C
SWAP FILE SIZE IN UMBILICAL CORD
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A swap file of exactly 2 GB (2A31) would be nice number. It’s evenly divisible by 4 MB,
the current size used for the defragmenting groups. It’s the maximum size that a single
swap file can have in the Linux 2.4.x kernel. However, the addressing scheme of the ext3
file system prevents us from using a swap file of exactly this size. Simply put, the first 12
direct addressing blocks put a “bump”of 48 KB (assuming a block size of 4096 bytes)
into the equation.
Unfortunately, we cannot simply divide 2 GB by 4 MB and get 512 defragmenting
blocks. If we did that, NONE of the defragmenting blocks would begin on the byte
offsets that we want them to have. They need that 48 KB shift. Therefore I have made the
first defragmenting block an odd size to accommodate this. If we made the swap file
larger by 48 KB, we could have one odd-sized block and 512 blocks of exactly 4 MB.
And they would have the right offsets.

However, we cannot make the swap file larger than 2 GB. In order to get the right offsets
in the defragmenting blocks we have to make the swap file a little smaller. So we have
511 4-MB sized blocks plus that 48 KB for a swap file size of 2143338496.
To avoid constantly pestering the reader with statements like “about 2 GB” or
“approximately 2 GB,” the simplified measure of the swap file as 2 GB has been used.
Well, it would round to 2 GB anyway!
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APPENDIX D
SOME NOTES ON CLIENT DIRECTORIES
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Most decisions regarding the placement and arrangement of files for the diskless clients
are design decisions made at the discretion of the Umbilical Cord developers. A few are
forced upon the developers, at least by convenience. Most of those decisions can
therefore be modified by future developers.

This appendix gives a more detailed explanation of the boot process for the diskless
clients, and more information regarding the layout of the files that the diskless clients
need. This is to allow for quicker understanding on the part of anyone who needs to
administer the Umbilical Cord project, or work on it as a developer.
If the reader will forgive the seemingly constant appeals to other sections or even to other
documents, please note that further details are available on the software CD’s for the
project. Examining the notes, the configuration files, the source code, and the utility
scripts on the development machine will give the reader a detailed understanding of how
the current setup in the research lab functions. For future developers, there is no
substitute for examining the source code, scripts, and other relevant files on the
development machine.
As already explained, when the diskless client is turned on, the, boot code (in firmware in
the Ethernet card) attempts to get a DHCP offer. The DHCP server on the OS server is
configured to give offers to known MAC addresses. This is contained in /etc/dhcpd.conf.
The choice of responding to known MAC addresses is a design choice. It would be
possible to give a DHCP offer to any machine requesting it. However, given the logic of
the topology of the network, only Umbilical Cord clients and development machines
should have physical access to the OS server. Because of that it was decided that only
Umbilical Cord clients and development machines should get DHCP offers.

Now what the boot code in the Ethernet card wants is the information it needs to be able
to download and execute a boot client. That means, for starters, an IP address. To
simulate the private Umbilical Cord network, a private Internet based on 192.168.1.x is
used. In a “real” deployment of Umbilical Cord other protocols, proprietary or perhaps
one still yet to be created, might be used. But for the purposes of research at CSUSB the
private network based on 192.168.1.x is sufficient. The convention adopted is that
192.168.1.1 is the routing machine (and therefore the gateway). 192.168.1.2 is the first
OS server, and 192.168.1.3 is the NIS authentication server. The addresses from
192.168.1.101 and up are used for the clients and the development machine(s). There is
no particular IP address for the development machine(s). In the lab the development
machine is currently configured for 192.168.1.101. IP addresses between 192.168.1.5 and
192.168.1.100 are reserved for future use.

OK, the boot code needs an IP address but it also needs to know where to find the boot
client that it should download. This is, again, a design decision and not a fixed one. All
files used by the diskless clients - apart from home directories for the users - are stored in
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/tftpboot. The file name of the boot client is placed in the DHCP offer. The boot client
that the project uses is taken from the Syslinux project [24], There is no need to alter the
code for it, and we use the default name it has in the Syslinux package: pxelinux.O.
Some additional information is contained in the DHCP offer, including the addresses of
the DNS servers, and the address of the server to use for booting. That is, of course, the
same address as the OS server. That is a design decision, not a fixed one. Other types of
networks based on diskless clients might not want to have the DHCP server and other
services or files all on the same server. But for the sake of both convenience and
adherence to the logical topology of the Umbilical Cord network, the boot files are
downloaded from the OS server.
So, now the boot code in the Ethernet card uses TFTP to download the boot client. The
directory where the boot client is located is not specified in the DHCP offer but rather in
the configuration for the TFTP server. This is specified in the inetd.conf file, if Slackware
is used for the OS server, or in an xinetd “service” file named “tftp” if Red Hat is being
used. The current configuration is to place the boot client - pxelinux.O - in /tftpboot,
which can be thought of as the root directory for the diskless clients. Obviously, this is
another design decision. There is probably no reason to change this, unless security
concerns in the future dictate a change.
At this point the boot code in the Ethernet card has downloaded pxelinux.O and that boot
client is now executing. The boot client then needs to download a configuration file in
order to know how to proceed with booting the machine. Its default behavior is to look in
a directory named “pxelinux.cfg” in the root directory as understood by the tftp server.
The boot client looks for a configuration file in pxelinux.cfg that it can determine is
appropriate for the machine that is booting up. It first looks for a folder named with the
MAC address of the client’s Ethernet card. If it doesn’t find that it looks for a file with
the IP address that was given to the client. If it doesn’t find that it looks for files with
more general names like the base address of the network. All this is hard-coded into the
client (it has to be). The code for the client is provided, and could be modified for the
Umbilical Cord project.

However, the default behavior of the boot client is quite satisfactory for the project, and
the boot client is used unmodified. The current choice for the naming of the configuration
files is to use the IP address of the client. Therefore each client needs its own
configuration file. This was chosen to allow for flexibility in configuring each client
individually. But it’s easier than using the MAC address of the client. But this is a design
decision and can be changed. The file names are made using the hexadecimal version of
the IP address in question, and contain no dots. For example, the client assigned IP
address 192.168.1.101 will have a configuration file named C0A80165. The usage by the
boot client is case sensitive.
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The boot client proceeds to download the configuration file. The contents of the
configuration files are, for now at least, pretty standard for each client. Particularly, what
is specified is the location of the kernel, the initial ram disk, and the ram disk size. For
example:
DEFAULT kernels/nodel
APPEND ramdisk_size=262144 initrd=file_systems/nodel root=/dev/ram rw
ip=192.168.1.101:192.168.1.2:192.168.1.1:255.255.255.0:nodel:ethO:off

The append line is used for command-line configuration of the kernel. As an aside, it
should be obvious that the option for this has to be turned on when the kernel itself is
compiled.
The placement of the kernel in this case, kernels/nodel is again a design decision. The
base directory is the same one specified by the tftp server. In the current design, that is
/tftpboot, of course. Each configuration file could have wildly different locations for
storing that particular client’s kernel, but the following convention has been adopted. All
kernels are stored in /tftpboot/kemels/ and are named nodel, node2, node3, etc. The
names nodel and so on are a design decision and are used as the host name for the client.
The number should match the last digit of the IP address - 100. Nodel has address
192.168.1.101, etc.

Similarly, the initial ram disk for each client is kept in /tftpboot/file_systems/ and has the
same naming conventions as that of the kernels. The ram disk size should match the size
that was used to create the ram disk on the development machine. See the appropriate
files on the development machine. They explain the scripts that build the root file systems
for the clients. What is important to understand here is that an appropriate root file system
was built for a particular diskless client, and then compressed and uploaded to
/tftpboot/file_systems/nodel (or other client).
This information in-the APPEND line lets the boot client download the kernel and the
root filesystem and prepare the kernel for booting. The remaining options are used for
configuring the network via kernel options. That saves from having to make a second
DHCP request to get an IP address, etc. See the supplied reading [10] for more
information on this, as well as the documentation for Syslinux and the pxelinux boot
client.
Now the kernel takes over. Basically, the root file system is decompressed and mounted
read/write. The usual programs and scripts are started. At this point the booting of the
client is now in the hands, of the modified software that was created and built into the root
file system. Init is modified for .the project, as well as many of the standard start-up
scripts. This is done on the development machine and the necessary software and altered
configuration files are provided. The root file system on the ram disk is mounted readwrite from the start, it should be noted.
.
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Obviously all the files needed for a functioning Linux workstation cannot be placed into a
256-MB ram disk. The files that won’t fit into the ram disk are kept on the OS server and
mounted via NFS. Init is modified to call a script called “ucord_mount_nfs.” This script
mounts the necessary directories from hard-coded locations in the /tftpboot directory.
Directories that can be shared among clients are stored on the OS server in
/tftpboot/common_files. These are things that can be mounted via NFS with read-only
permission. Directories that need to be mounted with read-write permission must be
unique to each client. Such directories are stored in /tftpboot/machine_files. Each client
has a subdirectory in /tftpboot/machine_files with its IP address to separate it from the
files for other clients. For example, the machine with IP address 192.168.1.101 will find
its own directories in /tftpboot/machine_files/192.168.1.101.

Yes, this is perhaps an inconsistency since we store that machine’s kernel and root file
system in directories that are named .. ./nodel .This is a design decision taken early on
and can be changed if future developers so wish.
To give some flexibility to the software configurations for the clients, provision is made
for clients to use different distributions of Linux, or different versions of files on the OS
server. The actual directories mounted from /tftpboot/common_files and
/tftpboot/machine_files/<IP> are subdivided with a configuration name. The only current
configuration we are using for the diskless clients is based on Red Hat Linux 9. Therefore
the name for the directory that corresponds to this configuration is named “redhat.” This
makes things seem a little complicated, but really they are not, and this scheme allows for
flexibility.

Given that information, the reader can make, easy sense of the mounts from the OS server
that the ucord_mount_nfs script performs:
$ SRVR:/1 f tpboot/common_f i1es/$UCORD_CONFIG/usr

is mounted on /usr
$SRVR:/tftpboot/machine_files/$IP_ADDR/$UCORD_CONFIG/var

is mounted on /var
$SRVR:/tftpboot/machine_files/$IP_ADDR/$UCORD_CONFIG/Xll

is mounted on /usr/Xl 1R6/Iib/Xl 1
$SRVR:/tftpboot/machine_files/$IP_ADDR/$UCORD_CONFIG/fonts

is mounted on /usr/share/fonts
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$SRVR:/tftpboot/machine_files/$IP_ADDR/SWAP

is mounted on /SWAP
SSRVR is the hard-coded IP address of the OS server. SUCORDCONFIG is the variable
used to specify which distribution or variation of Linux that the client is using.

You will notice that /SWAP doesn’t have a subdirectory for each distribution or flavor of
Linux. That is because, for one thing, a swap file is just a swap file. Also, with the
scalable swap scheme, the swap file is deleted when the client shuts down. There is no
need for a different swap directory when the client is running, say a Slackware-based
distribution versus a Red-Hat-based distribution.
The point of the configuration subdirectories is mostly to prevent unnecessary changing
of the files. Without the configuration directory you might have to delete one
distribution’s files, upload another, then do the same thing all over again if you wanted to
switch the clients back to the original distribution. Or you would at least have to do some
serious editing of the mounting script. With the current scheme all a developer has to do
is to make a name for it, create the subdirectories on the OS server, upload the
appropriate files, and change the value of $ucord_config in the mounting script.

The mounting of usr, var, and SWAP directories is probably obvious to experienced
Linux users. The reason why we also mount /XI1 and /usr/share/fonts may not be so
obvious. Some programs need to use /usr/share/fonts with write permission. Rather than
alter all programs that do that, there is a “fonts” directory located in the machine’s own
directory so it can be mounted with read-write permission onto the /usr/share/fonts. XI1
is also used read-write by some programs and it is stored and used in a similar fashion to
the “fonts” directory.
There is a similar issue with the fonts directory in /usr/lib/openoffice/share. This is solved
in a somewhat different fashion. That directory is removed from the OS server and
replaced with a symbolic link that will point to a directory on the client’s root file system.
For example, when the files for the distribution are uploaded from the development
machine, you need to do the following:
cd /tftpboot/common_files/redaht/usr/lib/openoffice/share
rm -rf fonts
In -s /storage/openoffice/fonts fonts

That link will be valid when the client boots and mounts /usr. So the problem of readwrite access to this directory is handled by the way the root file system is built. All this is
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made clear by the configuration notes on the development machine. This is simply
another design decision that can be altered by future Umbilical Cord developers.
Finally, “ucord_mount_nfs“also mounts the home directory from the data server. In the
current implementation of Umbilical Cord, there is only one data server.
/bin/mount -t nfs -o nolock $NFS_SRVR:/home /home

There isn’t a problem with everyone mounting this directory read-write because only the
home directory of the user currently logged into the machine will actually be used with
write permission. That means, of course, that a user cannot log in from two different
machines at the same time. Dealing with this problem is left for future developers. Sorry.

Now, at this point, the directories that need to be mounted over NFS are all mounted. The
normal boot process then begins. This uses modified startup scripts that are created on the
development machine and built into the root file system. The documentation for the
development machine explains how to build and modify kernels and root file systems including the necessary changes in the startup scripts. Umbilical Cord developers must
read that documentation, and study the supplied scripts and modified configuration files
to see how they work and how they differ from the stock Red Hat configuration. All of
that is available on the CD’s kept by the project’s maintainer.
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APPENDIX E

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN OF THE SCALABLE SWAP - CLIENT SIDE
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For the purposes of this appendix, "Linux Kernel" will mean the 2.4.20
Kernel with the NFS Swap patch from [26] applied.
The scalable swap is handled by patching seven existing functions in the Linux Kernel.
Three of these patches essentially work to turn the scalable swap on or off. The next three
functions provide the functional entry into actual operation of the scalable swap. The
final functional change allows the custom defragmenting call to be encoded.

The other point of execution is the uc_swap_thread itself, which is completely original to
the kernel. This thread runs periodically and reclaims space from the swap file on the
server when it can.
A global array, uc_swap_info_array, is kept to store the data structures associated with
scalable swap files. The size is set at compile time and is currently defined in
umbilical_cord.h as
16

^define UC_MAX_SWAP_FILES

That means that there can be 16 currently open swap files that have been set up for
scalable swap over NFS. The actual data structure used in this array is struct
uc_swap_info.

Here is a short overview of the most important changes to the code.

1) main in init/main.c

This is patched simply to initialize the data structures and start the swap reclamation
thread, uc_swap_thread, that is found in kemel/umbilical_cord.c.
2) sys_swapon in mm/swapfile.c
When a swap is activated through this system call, Umbilical Cord initializes the
necessary data structures to handle this swap file as a scalable swap file instead of a
regular swap file. Those data strucures are placed in uc_swap_info_array.

3) sys_swapoff in mm/swapfile.c
When a swap file is turned off, the Umbilical Cord data structures that were created to
handle this swap file are properly cleaned up.

4) nfs_rw_swap_page in fs/nfs/nfsswap.c
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All reading and writing to an nfs swap file (which is the only kind that the project is
using) is done through this function. This function is patched to allow the page's
placement in the swap file to be controlled by Umbilical Cord. That means that pages are
placed in such a way that space can be reclaimed from the swap file.

5) swap_entry_f ree in mm/swapfile.c
When a page is freed from the swap file, the offset to that page is saved in a buffer. At
appropriate times that buffer is cleaned up and the Umbilical Cord data structures are
updated. The buffer is of a fixed size, and to save memory, is not large enough to store a
reference to every slot in the swap file. So this buffer is augmented by a bitmap which is
of sufficient size to mark every slot in the swap file. This bitmap is not to be confused
with the bitmap used to mark slots in use in a swap file.

To maintain the validity of the Umbilical Cord data structures, any freed pages that have
been buffered in swap_entry_f ree are cleaned up by nfs_rw_swap_page before the
new read/write request is handled. Otherwise, it might erroneously appear that there is no
room for a new page to be written out, when in fact there are free slots in the buffer to
process.

6) kswapd from mm/vmscan.c
This thread is exploited to clean up the buffer collected by the modified
swap_entry_f ree function. This thread is used to perform this service when no pages
are currently being read or written by nfs_rw_swap_page.
7) uc_swap_thread in umbilical_cord.c

This is an addition, not a modification, but explaining it here is logical. This thread runs
in the background, so to speak, and reclaims space in the swap file by defragmenting it or
truncating it as possible. When a portion of the file can be defragmented, this thread
makes a call similar to the existing method used for truncation. The difference is the
addition of a custom attribute used in the NFS call.
8) xdr_encode_sattr in fs/nfs/nfs3xdr.c

This function is modified to include that custom encoding for defragmenting requests to
the server.
These functions give us 4 important call chains, and 3 trivial ones. Simplified call chains
are provided here to help the reader visualize the functionality of the scalable swap.
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The three trivial call chains are the initilization of the custom thread, and the activation
and deactivation of the swap files.
Pseudo code is added to the call chains where it is necessary for clarity.
main <init/main.c>
{

start_uc_swap_thread <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
{
/* init some data structures, and turn on a
new kernel thread */
kernel_thread <arch/i386/kernel/process.c>
etc.
}

}
sys_swapon <mm/swapfile.c>
{

swapfilesize =

(UC_SWAP_SIZE >> PAGE_SHIFT);

Find a free slot in uc_swap_inf o_array. If there is no free slot, then fail.
Otherwise, cache that array offset in uc_array_pos.
uc_swapon <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
{
new_uc_swap_ptr <kernel/umbilical_eord.c>
{
(initialize data structures)
uc_set_slot <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>

}

Place the new swap ptr in a uc_swap_inf o structure in the
uc_swap_inf o_array using the free slot that sys_swapon
cached in its swap Jnfo_struct. Then initialize the remaining data
fields in uc_swap_inf o. That means creating the buffer and the bitmap for
caching freed pages, initializing the counters, and the synchronization
primitives.
}
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swap_header->info.last_page = swapfilesize - 1;
swap_header->info.nr_badpages = 0;
swap_header->info.badpages [0] = 0;

}

sys_swapoff <mm/swapfile.c>
{

uc_swapoff <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
{
(dispose of the data structures)
}

}

These call chains so far must seem pretty boring to the reader. Well, they are. They don't
do that much and reading the source code will make clear just what they do.

The heart of the scalable swap is, happily, a little more complicated.
nfs_rw_swap_page <fs/nfs/nfsswap.c>
{

First, we use the cached array offset for uc_swap_inf o_array to tell us which
uc_swap_inf o element in that array has the Umbilical Data structures associated
with this particular swap file.
acquire the semaphore for this file
get the spin lock for this file

/* clear the buffer of freed pages, if there are any */
uc_clear_freed_cache <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
{
(Clear each freed page in the buffer)
uc_free_page_slot <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
(update data structures for each slot/page freed)

If the bitmap for marking freed pages has been used, then all the set bits in
the bitmap represent freed pages and they have to
Be cleared by calling
uc_clear_bit_elem <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
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This is eallled for each element in the bitmap that has any bits set. Now,
the data structures are reset to show that there are no freed pages that need
to be processed.
}

/* get the slot where this page will really live */
uc_translate_offset <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
{

Get actual slot from the index. This is a small array for the first defrag
slot, which is the odd-sized one. A bitmap is used as a usage map for the
remaining defragmentation blocks.
if slot exists then
if writing then
(find a lower slot if possible)
uc_rewri t e_s1ot_to_lower
<kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
end if
else
if writing then
uc_get_open_slot <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
else
note error (reading a slot which
is not in use!)
end if
end if
return slot

release the semaphore
release the spin lock

(read or write the page to/from the swap file
with the translated slot)

}

When a page is freed, this function is called.
swap_entry_free <mm/swapfile. c>
{

First, we use the cached array offset for uc_swap_inf o_array to tell us which
uc_swap_inf o element in that array has the Umbilical Data structures associated
with this particular swap file.
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if this is. a scalable NFS swap file then

We do NOT acquire the semaphore. The spin lock is used to protect the
freed pages cache for a particular file. The semaphore protects all the other
data structures. This means that swap_entry_free synchronizes with
rw_swap_page and kswapd but does not have to synchronize with
uc_swap_thread. This prevents deadlock between swap_entry_free and
uc_swap_thread.

get the spin lock for this file

cache the freed page in the buffer for this file.
if there is room in the buffer then
Cache•the freed page's offset in the buffer.
else
Mark the bitmap for this page offset and
Update the search indices for the bitmap.
release the spin lock
end if

}

We process the freed page cache when this thread sleeps.
kswapd <mm/vmscan.c>
{

if the thread can sleep then
keep the thread alive
■

for each valid element in uc_swap_info_array
do
acquire the semaphore for the file
get the spin lock for the file

if there are any freed pages cached then
uc_clear_freed_cache
<kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
end if
release the semaphore
release the spin lock
end do
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restore the thread's state and schedule sleep

end if

Our swap thread runs and peridiodically tries to defragment or truncate the swap file
uc_swap_thread <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
{
(schedule thread for sleep and check signals for stop)
if thread is stopped then exit
for each valid element in uc_swap_info_array
do
acquire the semaphore for the file

call uc_reduce_swap_file <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>

will perform one
defragmenting call, or truncation, as
appropriate. It then updates the
data structures accordingly).

(uc_reduce_swap_f ile

adjust the sleep interval of the thread, if
necessary, to the return value from uc_reduce_swap_file

release the semaphore for the file
end do

go to top and repeat
}

For the curious, here is what uc_reduce_swap_file basically does.
uc_reduce_swap_file <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
{
if there are any blocks that need defragmenting then
uc_try_one_defrag <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
{
get the big kernel lock

make nfs set attribute call with UC_ATTR_DEFRAG
{
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/* This is the only function in this
* part of the chain that has been
* changed for our use.
*/
xdr_encode_sattr <fs/nfs/nfs3xdr.c>
{
use customized encoding if the
attribute is UC_ATTR_DEFRAG
}

}

release the big kernel lock

log any errors from nfs/rpc

}

,

update data structures
'

return new sleep interval of one second
end if

/* Still here, we could not defragment any blocks */
uc_truncate_swap_f ile <kernel/umbilical^_cord. c>
{
get the difference between the current size of the
swap file and the smallest size it can actually be.

if that difference is <= the truncation threshold
<defined in umbilical_cord.h> then
get the big kernel lock
make a standard nfs file truncation operation.
release the big kernel lock

log any errors from nfs/rpc
update data structures
end if
}

return new sleep interval of 60 seconds
}

Those call chains comprise the essential skeleton of the functioning of the scalable swap.
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For the purposes of this appendix, "Linux Kernel" will mean the 2.4.x Linux that is
modified for the OS server. On Slackware 9.1-based installations that would be linux2.4.22-SRVR. If using a Red Hat 9 installation, that would be linux-2.4.20-SRVR.
Everything in kemel/umbilical_cord.c and include/linux/umbilical_cord.h are original to
the project. All other modifed or original code lives in pre-existing source files.
All modified or original functions are represented here.
Note that pseudo code is used where it provides better clarity. “Original” means that the
specified function is completely new to the source code, “Modified” means that a pre
existing function was altered for the project, while “Unmodified” indicates that an
existing function was used without alteration. This refers to functions, not entire source
files.

What basically happens is that the underlying NFS/RPC mechanism detects a set attribute
operation. That is expected, as the last thing the client does in reclaiming space is to
encode a set file attribute operation and squirt it out to the OS server. On the server side,
file truncations are handled by existing code and are not touched at all by the Umbilical
Cord project’s code. The custom call with UC_ATTR_DEFRAG has to be handled by
original and modified code, of course.
That entire call chain would be too large to fit everything here. And the RPC code in
particular is not very interesting to look at. For what Umbilical Cord needs to do, the
important stuff begins when an NFS version 3 set file attribute is decoded. The NFS
daemon then attempts to perform the set file attribute operation in nf sd_setattr.
decode_sattr3

(modified)

{
/* Our custom attribute is decoded here */

}
/* The nfs/rpc mechanism now performs a set attribute operation */
nfsd_setattr <fs/nfsd/vfs.c> (slightly modified)

{
/* We have to tweak a couple of things in nfsd_setattr
* so that ext3_setattr will be called, by the existing
* code and the inode will be handled properly.

*/
notify_change <fs/attr.c>

(unmodified)

{
ext3_setattr <fs/ext3/inode.c>

(unmodified)

{
inode_setattr <fs/attr.c>

(slightly modified)

{
/* Instead of calling vmtruncate, as in
* a file truncation, we now create our
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* own execution path. This is the meat
* of the matter. The changes made so far
* are really to move us along the same
* path as a file truncation until we
* have to start doing different things.
*/
uc_defrag_vmtruncate <mm/memory.c> (original)
{
(For the sake of sanity in indenting
this is detailed below).
}
}

}
}
}

/* This would be better with a different name, I will admit */
uc_defrag_vmtruncate <mm/memory.c> (original)
{
/* Clean up memory that is mapped to the
* hole that we are now going to make. We
* also have to clean up the page cache.
* Or, at least, we should since any pages
* being used to cache the portion of the
* file that is being cut out are not needed
* any more.
*/
uc_defrag_vmlists <kernel/umbilical_cord.c>
uc_jpunch._out_inode_pages <mm/filemap.c>

(original)

uc_defrag_file <kernel/umbilical_cord.c> (original)
{
if file system type is ext 3 then
return uc_ext3_defrag <fs/ext3/inode.c>
else
return error
}

(original)

}

uc_ext3_defrag <fs/ext3/inode.c> (original)
{
This follows closely what a file truncation does.
Free preallocated data blocks.

Start the journal.
Free the affected data blocks from the inode's addressing
structure and update inode data structures as needed. The disk
blocks are freed.
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Since we know that we are cutting out one of the indirect trees
from the double-indirect section, we have a specialized routine
that does this for us.

we do that by calling: uc_free_indirect
<fs/ext3/inode.c> (original).

clean up ext3 inode and journal.

return error code as appropriate.
}

That's it.
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SOURCE CODE FOR THE CLIENT
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There are two completely original kernel source files, umbilical_cord.h and
umbilical_cord.c. Each of those files in included in this appendix. All other modified
functions or declarations have been pulled out of their various source files and placed in
this appendix. The complete source is, of course, on CD’s kept with the project
maintainer. There has been some superficial editing to fit the margins of this document.

The file paths in this appendix are relative to the linux-2.4.20 directory. In the standard
Umbilical Cord installation that directory would be found in /home/ucord/kemel.

This is the list of existing kernel source files that have been modified for this project:
include/linux/fs.h
include/linux/swap.h
init/main.c
mm/swapfile.c
fs/nfs/nfsswap .c
mm/vmscan.c
fs/nfs/nfs3xdr .c

The small changes made to the source for sysvinit and gdm are located on the project’s
CD’s, along with all the software for the project. They are quite trivial.
First, here is include/linux/umbilical_cord.h:
ffifndef _UMBILICAL_CORD_H
ffdefine _UMBILICAL_CORD_H

ffifndef _LINUX_SWAP_H
#include <linux/swap.h>
#endif

/*
* Notes

★

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

We want to manage swap space efficiently. When additional swap pages are
used, the swap file grows. After those pages are released, there is
wasted space in the swap file. If there is a "hole" at the end of the
file, we truncate it. But that can not reclaim space in the middle
of the file. So we need to defragment it. We do that by "punching"
holes in the swap file where there are unused areas. That reclaims
unused data blocks for the file system on the server that hosts the
swap file. This doesn't change the logical size or layout of the
file. But that's OK, because that makes things simpler for the
client.

We implement a hierarchies of data structures that allow us to
know where free block's are located, and where there are areas
that can be "punched out" of the swap file.

★

*
*
*
*
*

I decided to perform defragmentation on the basis of 4 MB blocks.
In a 2 GB swap file there are 512 such’ divisions.

However, both to optimize for-ext3, and to let the compiler be
happy, our logical swap file size is not 2X31, but a slightly
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★

smaller number.

We are optimizing our defragmentation for a server-side block size
of 4096. That means that the beginning of the double-indirect
address blocks in the ext3 inode will start at byte offset
4243456. That is 12 * 4096 for the direct blocks, plus 1024 * 4096
for the group of indirect blocks.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

This means that our first block has an odd size. That is a hassle,
but allows for an optimization that makes the server-side defragmentation much faster and much easier.

*
*
*
*
*
*

It should be emphasized that the server does NOT know what the
client's page size is. I chose 4 MB as the defragmentation
unit because that should be an even multiple of whatever page
size is used on the client. Yes i386 (?) can support a page size
of 4 MB but who is going to use that for paging right now?
Besides, it would still work with 4 MB pages.

*
*
*
*

While this code can be made to be architecture-independent, the
page size on the client must be an even multiple of 4096. At least,
the page size used for the swap file must be an even multple of
4096. We only see here what the virtual memory system asks of us.

*

•ft

*/
/*
* JW 05/13/04

•k

* Changed back to use a bitmap for the usage map, and I also
* changed the size of the first block. This is to allow greater
* efficiency of the bitmap. A few constants had to be adjust
* to accomodate this, as well as the code for finding the
* lowest free slot, or highest used slot, in a defrag block.
* Changed types to unsigned long from mostly using unsigned int'.
* To be precise, all the defrag blocks but the first use
* a bitmap for their usage map.
*
* JW 05/15/04
* Added a bitmap for use with the caching of freed pages.
* This allows for a much smaller caching buffer, and a
* guarantee that,we cannot have an overflow. Because,
* now, we use the bitmap if we exhaust the buffer.
*/
#define UC._NO_ERR

0

#define UC._SLOT_IN_USE
#define uc)~SLOT_FREE
_UC_DE FRAG_D IRTY
#define
#define UC._DEFRAG_CLEAN

1
0
1
0

#define UC LOWEST DEFRAG

2

/* Can be reclaimed */
/* Cannot be reclaimed */
/* We never touch the first two defragmenting
* blocks of the file. That means that the
* direct and indirect blocks of the file
* are never touched. (If block size = 4096).
* This makes the defragmentation easier on the

server.
*/
#define UC_MAX_SWAP_FILES

16 /* We can have these many scalable swap
* files open at one time
*/

#define UC_UNASSIGNED

-1 /* The swap file is not linked to
* our data structures.
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*/

32768 /* How many freed pages do
* we cache in the "easy to
* use" cache (uc_array) before
* we make use of the bitmap,
* uc_bitmap, in the uc_swap_info
* struct.
*/

#define UC_FREED_CACHE_SIZE

/* Architecture-dependent

Right now that is only Intel 32-bit

*/

#define UC_USE_3 8 6_ASM
#define UC_PAGE_SIZE
#define UC_PAGE_SHIFT

4096
12

/* Page size in bytes */
/* As a bit shift */

#define UC_SWAP_SIZE

2143338496

/* The logical size of the swap file
/* In hex this is 0X7FC0C000 */

#define UC_SWAP_S LOT_COUNT

523276

/* A slot for each page */

ftdefine UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK

12

/* The first 12 direct blocks */

ftdefine UC_SLOTS_PER_DEFRAG_BLOCK
ftdefine UC_SLOTS_PER_BLOCK_SHIFT

1024
10

/* For all but the first block */
/* For all but the first block */

ftdefine UC_UPPER_BLOCK_COUNT

511

/* Total defrag blocks NOT including
first odd-sized */

ftdefine UC_DEFRAG_BLOCK_COUNT

512

ftdefine UC_TRUNC_THRE SHOLD

0x100000

/* One MB. Can we forgo truncation? */

ftdefine UC_MIN_SWAP_FILE_SIZE

4243456

/* The size of a file with the direct i
* single-indirect addressed parts of '
* file untouched, with block size (on the
* server) of 4096.
*/

ftdefine UC_B I TMAP_ELEM_COUNT

16352

#define UC_FREED_ELEM_COUNT

16353

#define
ftdef ine
#define
ftdefine

UC_BITS_PER_ULONG
UC_BITS_PER_ULONG_SHIFT
UC_BYTES_PER_ULONG
UC_BYTES_PER_ULONG_SHIFT

ftdefine UC_SCALABLE_SWAP_VERSION

32
5
4
2

/* Total defrag blocks including
first odd-sized */

/* How many elements in the bitmap
* used as the usage map for the
* all the defrag blocks but the first.
*/
/* How many elements in a bitmap
* (of unsigned longs) do we need
* to have a bit for ALL the slots
* in the file. This is for caching
* freed pages, so it marks which
* slots have been freed. We only
* use this if the buffer for
* caching freed pages gets full.
*/
/*
/*
/*
/*

15

/* End Architecture-dependent */

struct defrag_block {
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How many bits in unsigned long */
As a bit shift */
Really obvious, but why not? */
Really obvious, but why not? */

unsigned long
unsigned long

block_offset;
lowest_free_slot;

unsigned long
unsigned long
unsigned long
int

highest_used_slot;
free_slots;
used_slots;
defrag_status;

/* Set at init, always valid */
/* Used speculatively. Notes in
umbilical_cord.c */
/ * Also speculative */
/ * Always valid */
■/ * Always valid */
/ * Always valid */

};
/* so we can manage more than one swap file, if we want to */
struct uc_swap_header {
/* The memory manager's data structure for this swap file */
struct swap_info_struct *swp_info_ptr;
/* array of unsigned longs that do address translation */
unsigned long
*index;
/* usage map for all the regular-sized defrag blocks */
unsigned long
*bitmap;
/* usage map for the first, off-sized defrag block */
char
*usage_map;
/* the array of the top-level elements */
struct defragjblock
*defrag_blocks;

unsigned long

lowest_free_block;

uns igned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
int

highest used_block;
lowest_free_slot;
highest_used_slot;
las t_de f r ag ;
free_slots;
used_slots;
defrag_count;
activity_modifer;

long
long
long
long
long
long
long

/'* Speculative. Notes
umbilical_cord.c */
/* Also speculative */
/* Also speculative */
/* Also speculative */
/* Also speculative */
/* Always valid */
/* Always valid */
/* Always valid */
/* Used to adjust sleep time of our
thread */

};

/*
* This ties together the essential data structures
* for one scalable swap file. There is the stuff
* for a regular swap file plus the Umbilical
* Cord data structures for that file.
*/
struct uc_swap_info {
struct swap_info_struct *swp_info_ptr
struct uc_swap_header
*uc_swp_ptr;
unsigned long
*uc_array;
uc_counter;
unsigned long
unsigned long
*uc_bitmap;
unsigned long
uc_low_elem;
unsigned long
uc_high_elem;
spinlock_t
uc_swap_lock;
struct semaphore
uc_swap_sem;
}?
/* general functions used by outside callers */
int start_uc_swap_thread (void)
int uc_swapon(struct swap_info_struct *p) ;
void uc_clear_freed_cache(struct uc_swap_info *ptr,
struct uc_swap_header *uc_swp_ptr);
unsigned long uc_translate_offset(struct uc_swap_header *uc_swp_ptr,
unsigned long page_offset, int rw);
void uc_swapoff(struct swap_info_struct *p);
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/* Global Vars */

/*
* We need to have a globally available data structure that
* holds the uc_swap_header and the freed pages buffer for
* each file. That is, if we want to allow more than one
* scalable swap file at a time. The uc_swap_thread and
* the kswapd do not get called in reaction to a specific
* file, so that cannot simply map "their" swap file to
* the scalable swap structures that are associated with
* it.
*/
extern struct uc_swap_info *uc_swap_info_array;

/* This lock is to synchronize access to uc_swap_info_array */
extern spinlock_t
uc_global_lock;
#endif /* _UMBILICAL_CORD_H */

Now, here is kemel/umbilical_cord.c:
/*
*

★

linux/kernel/umbilical_cord.c

*
*
*
*
*
*/

Copyright (C) 2003-2004 James Warshawsky
Umbilical Cord Project at CSUSB.
Most of the bit-diddling code was
adapted from JA^jrg Arndt's web site:
http://www.jjj.de/bitwizardry/bitwizardrypage.html

({include
({include
({include
({include
((include
({include
({include
({include

<asm/page.h>
<linux/kernel .h>
<linux/slab.h>
<linux/vmalloc.h>
<linux/fs.h>
<linux/smp_lock.h>
<linux/nfs_fs .h>
<linux/umbilical_cord.h>

/* JW 10/19/03 Removed stack for caching free slots and implemented a
* "lowest-first" policy.

★

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
'*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

JW 4/5/04
Rewrote this extensively to make use of new defragmentation over nfs
and added data structures for multiple swap files - everything
is in a swap ptr rather than global vars. There is still some
work to do for making multiple swap files work, however.
Until we find a way to make nfs swap MUCH faster, we do not
want to use more than one swap file anyway.

JW 4/25/04
Changed the synchronization rather significantly to remove
deadlock between uc_swap_thread and swap_entry_free in mm/swapfile.c
uc_swap_lock now protects only the buffer used to store
free pages. When a routine runs that can synchronize with
both of them, it processes the buffer and sets the counter
for it back down to zero.
All the data structures accessed through uc_swp_ptr are
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*
*
*
*
*
*

*

now protected by a semaphore - uc_swap_sem. Eventually
this semaphore and uc_swp_ptr should be moved into a
modified version of swap_info_struct so that all these
operations will be done for a particular swap file.
Right now, there are still global, although the work
to change that is about 90% done already.

* JW 5/13/04
* Restored use of a bitmap for a usage map - with the
* exception of the first defrag block. Changed the
* size of the first defrag block to 12 slots from 1035
* slots. Changed everything to unsigned long from
* mostly unsigned int types.
*
* JW 5/14/04
* Made changes to allow for multiple scalable swap
* files.
*
*/

/* Global Vars */
struct uc_swap_info
spinlock_t

*uc_swap_info_array;
uc_global_lock;

/* Function Prototypes - for functions only visible in this unit */
/* Creating and freeing data structures */
void init_defrag_block(struct defrag_block *d_block, unsigned long block_offset)
struct uc_swap_header* new uc swap ptr(struct swap_info_struct *p);
void dispose_uc_swap_ptr(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr);

/* Reclaiming swap file space */
void uc_try_one_defrag(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr);
void uc_truncate_swap_file(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr);
int uc_reduce_swap_file(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr);
/* Defragmenting Helpers */
void uc_check_to_mark_dirty(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
struct defrag_block *d_block,
unsigned long which_block);
void uc_check_to_mark_clean(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
struct defrag_block *d_block);

/* Freed Page Cache Functions */
void uc_clear_bit_elem(struct uc_swap_header *uc_swp_ptr,
unsigned long offset, unsigned long elem);
/* Slot handing */
void uc_free_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long which_block,
unsigned long which_slot);
void uc_take_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long which_block,
unsigned long which_slot);
/* Page Handling */
unsigned long uc_rewrite_slot_to_lower(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long cur_slot);
unsigned long uc_get_open_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr);
void uc_free_page_slot(struct uc_swap_header *uc_swp_ptr,
unsigned long page_offset);
/* indexing */
unsigned long uc_slot_to_block_offset(unsigned long which_slot);
unsigned long defrag_block_reset_lowest_free_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr
struct defrag_block *d_block);
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void uc_reset_lowest_free_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr);
unsigned long defrag_block_reset_highest_used_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
struct defrag_block *d_block);
void uc_reset_highest_used_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr);

/* usage map handling */
void uc_mark_usage_busy(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long which_slot);
void uc_mark_usage_free(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long which_slot);
int uc_get_slot_status(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long which_slot);
unsigned long get_lowest_clear_bit(unsigned long bitmap_elem);
unsigned long get_highest_set_bit(unsigned long bitmap_elem);
/* The swap thread */
int uc_swap_thread(void ‘unused);
/************************** INITIALIZATION FUNCTIONS ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*******/

/*
* Just what it says. The only thing to point out is how we set the
* block offset. Since we have that odd first.block we can't easily
* use a mathematical formula to know what the first slot belonging
* to a particular defrag block is. Since we cache it, it's there.
*/
void init_defrag_block(struct defrag_block *d_block, unsigned long block offset)
{
d_block->block_offset = block_offset;
d_block->highest_used_slot = block_offset;
d_block->lowest_free_slot = block_offset;
if (likely(block_offset))
d_block->free_slots = (unsigned long)UC_SLOTS_PER_DEFRAG_BLOCK;
else
d_block->free_slots = (unsigned long)UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK;
d_block->used_slots = 0;
d_block->defrag_status = UC_DEFRAG_CLEAN;
}
/*
* Create a new swap pointer and initialize its values. That
* doesn't include things like marking the first slot in
* use. This sets up a blank uc_swap_ptr.
*
*/
struct uc_swap_header* new_uc_swap_ptr(struct swap_info_struct *p)
{
unsigned long
i;
unsigned long
♦index;
char
*usage_map;
unsigned long
♦bitmap;
struct defrag block
♦defrag_blocks;
struct uc_swap_header
if (!ret)
goto out;

♦ret = vmalloc(sizeof(struct uc swap header))

ret->swp_info_ptr = p;
ret->lowest_free_block = 0;
ret->highest_used_block = 0;
ret->lowest_free_slot = 0;
ret->highest_used_slot = 0;
ret->last_defrag = UC_LOWEST_DEFRAG;
ret->free_slots = UC_SWAP_SLOT_COUNT;
ret->used_slots = 0;
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ret->defrag_count = 0
ret->activity_modifer

/* This is how many blocks are candidates
for defragmentation */
0; /* This is a value that we can use to adjust the
* sleep timer of uc_swap_thread based on recent
* write activity. If there is writing going on we
* may want to delay the thread from reclaiming space
* from the swap file. We do that because we want to
* avoid wasted effort on the server. It's impossible to
* predice when new paging will start. But if no recent
* writing has occurred, there is a better chance that
* unsed space in the swap file is going to remain unused
* Then it should be reclaimed.
*/

/* Allocate and initialize the index for translating page offset to slot offset */
index = vmalloc(UC_SWAP_SLOT_COUNT * sizeof(unsigned long));
if (!index)
goto clean_ret;

for (i = 0; i < UC_SWAP_SLOT_COUNT; i++)
index[i] = 0;
/* Allocate and initialize the usage map for the first block*/
usage_map = vmalloc(UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK) ;
if (!usage_map)
goto clean_index;

for (i = 0; i < UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK; i++)
usage_map[i] = UC_SLOT_FREE;
/* Allocate and initialize the bitmap as usage map for
* the upper blocks
*/
bitmap = vmalloc (UC_BITMAP_ELEM_COUNT << UC_BYTES_PER_ULONG_SHIFT) ;
if (Ibitmap)
goto clean_usage;

for (i = 0; i < UC_BITMAP_ELEM_COUNT; i++)
bitmap [i] = 0;
/* The array of the defragmentation blocks */
defrag_blocks = vmalloc(UC_DEFRAG_BLOCK_COUNT * sizeof(struct defrag_block));
if (!defrag_blocks)
goto clean_bitmap;
/* Because of that first odd-sized block, we can't quite run though the array
* with the straight-forward initialization code that you'd expect
*/
init_defrag_block(&(defrag_blocks[0]), 0) ;
for (i = 0; i < UC_UPPER_BLOCK_COUNT; i++)
init_defrag_block(&(defrag_blocks[i +1]), ((i * UC_SLOTS_PER_DEFRAG_BLOCK) +
UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK) ) ;
/* assign the pointers and return */
ret->index = index;
ret->usage_map = usage_map;
ret->bitmap = bitmap;
ret->defrag_blocks = defrag_blocks;
goto out;
clean_bitmap:
vfree(bitmap);
clean_usage:
vfree(usage_map);
clean_index:
vfree(index);
clean_ret:
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vfree(ret);
ret = NULL;

out:
return ret;
}
/* Free up the memory allocated for a uc_swap_ptr */
void dispose_uc_swap_ptr(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr)
{
if (swp_ptr) {
vfree(swp_ptr->index) ;
vfree (swp_j?tr->usage_map) ;
vfree(swp_ptr->bitmap);
vfree(swp_ptr->defrag_blocks);
vfree(swp_ptr);
}

I**tutt*****************

end initialization functions

/*************************** ACTIVATING

swap files

*********************** i

***************************/

/*
* Initialize our data structures to associate with a network swap file.
* This is called from the swapon system call. We need the data structures
* that will enable scalable swap for this file, and we need to enter
* those structures in the global array. The various functions that
* need to access these structures will have the array offset
* placed in a data structure already used by those functions.
* The threads (kswapd and uc_swap_thread) will use a different
* method, since they need to check all open scalable swap files.
*/
int uc_swapon(struct swap_info_struct *p)
{
struct uc_swap_header
*swp_ptr ;
*uc_array;
unsigned long
unsigned long
*uc_bitmap;
struct nfs_swap_data
*data;
int
i;
printkp'UC: Scalable Swap Version 0.%i\n", UC_SCALABLE_SWAP_VERSION) ;

/* Create the swap header, which is the main data structure
* for managing the scalable swap file.
*/
swp_ptr = new_uc_swap_ptr(p);
if (!swp_ptr)
goto err_out;
/* This array is used to buffer freed pages without having
* to synchronize on a the uc_swap_header. That allows
* uc_swap_thread to function without deadlocking with
* swap_entry_free. I was not able to get swap_entry_free to
* actually do the defragmenting because the NFS call
* can sleep. And the path of execution that includes
* swap_entry_free does not seem able to sleep.
* The use of this buffer gets around those synchronization
* problems.
*/
uc_array = vmalloc(UC_FREED_CACHE_SIZE * sizeof(unsigned long));
if (!uc_array)
goto swp_ptr_out;
/* Allocate a bitmap for marking freed pages. We use this
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* if and only if the caching buffer gets full.
*/
uc_bitmap = vmalloc (UC_FREED_ELEM_COUNT << UC_BYTES_PER_ULONG_SHIFT)
if (!uc_bitmap)
goto uc_array_out;
/* Initialize it */
for (i = 0; i < UC_FREED_ELEM_COUNT; i++)
uc_bitmap[i] = OUL;

/*
* Store the pointer to the swap_info_struct.
* Mark the zeroeth slot as in use.
* Mark the usage counters and speculative values
* appropriately. Everything else should be right
* from new_uc_swap_ptr itself.
*/
uc_mark_usage_busy(swp_ptr, 0) ;
swp_ptr->free_slots - = 1;
swpjitr-sused—Slots += 1;
swp_ptr->lowest_free_slot = 1;
swp_ptr->highest_used_slot = 0;

swp_ptr->defrag_blocks[0].free_slots -= 1;
swp_ptr->defrag_blocks[0].used_slots += 1;
swp_ptr->defrag_blocks[0].lowest_free_slot = 1;
swp_ptr->defrag_blocks[0].highest_used_slot = 0;

/*
*
*
*
*

Now we have to place these data structues where
everyone can find them.
We simply find the first unused array element
in uc_swap_info_array.

it
it

* Get the global lock which is used only for
* the purpose of adding and deleting from
* uc_swap_info_array. That means that only
* uc_swapon and uc_swapoff need to acquire
* the lock.
*/
spin_lock(&uc_global_lock);
for (i = 0; i < UC_MAX_SWAP_FILES; i + + ) {
/* Because of SMP we do need to get
* the lock for this data structure.
* Another swapon could be executing
* right now (???)
*/
spin_lock(&uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_swap_lock);
down(&uc_swap_info_array[i],uc_swap_sem);
if (uc_swap_info_array [i] . swp_info_jptr == NULL) {
/* This one is not in use */
uc_swap_info_array[i] .swp_info_ptr = p;
uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_swp_ptr = swp_ptr;
uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_array = uc_array;
uc_swap_info_array[i].ucjbitmap = uc_bitmap;
/* This is not strictly speaking necessary
* but it doesn't hurt
*/
uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_counter = 0;
uc_swap_info_array[i],uc_low_elem = UC_FREED_ELEM_COUNT;
uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_high_elem = 0;
spin_lock_init(&uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_swap_lock);
init_MUTEX(&uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_swap_sem);
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/* Now we have to tell the relevant
* swap_info_struct and nfs_swap_data
* which array element has the data
* structures associated with this
* file. Then, when there is a read
* or write of the swap file, or a
* page is released from that swap
* file, the functions in question
* can find our data structures
* very quickly.
*/
p->uc_array_pos = i;
data = p->data;
data->uc_array_pos = i;
break;
}
up(&uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_swap_sem) ;
spin_unlock (&uc_swap_info_array [i] .uc_swap_lock)

}

spin_unlock(&uc_global_lock);
return 0;
uc_array_out:
vfree(uc_array);
swp_ptr_out:
dispose_uc_swap_ptr(swp_ptr);
err_out:
return -1;
}

/*
* Swapoff is turning off a swap file that is a scalable
* swap file (and thus is linked to our data structures
* in uc_swap_info_array).
*/
void uc_swapoff(struct swap_info_struct *p)
{
int
pos = p->uc_array_pos;
struct nfs_swap_data
*data;
/*
* This swap file (as represented by
* the swap_info_struct) has been linked
* in our array to data structures for
* scalable swap. We need to free up
* that memory and mark the array element
* appropriately.
*
* Get the global lock which is used only for
* the purpose of adding and deleting from
* uc_swap_info_array. That means that only
* uc_swapon and uc_swapoff need to acquire
* the lock.
*/
p->uc_array_pos = UC_UNASSIGNED;
data = (struct nfs_swap_data *)p->data;
if (data)
data->uc_array_pos = UC_UNASSIGNED;

spin_lock(&uc_global_l°ck);
/*
* Get the locks for this particular element
* in the array.
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*/
spin_lock(&uc_swap_info_array[pos].uc_swap_lock);
down(&uc_swap_info_array[pos].uc_swap_sem);
/* Free the data structures and mark appropriately */
dispose_uc_swap_ptr(uc_swap_info_array[pos].uc_swp_ptr);
vfree(uc_swap_info_array[pos].uc_array) ;
vfree(uc_swap_info_array[pos],uc_bitmap);
uc_swap_info_array[pos] .swp_info_ptr = NULL;
uc_swap_info_array[pos].uc_swp_ptr = NULL;
uc_swap_info_array[pos].uc_array = NULL;
uc_swap_info_array[pos],uc_counter = 0;
uc_swap_info_array[pos].uc_bitmap = NULL;
uc_swap_info_array[pos].uc_low_elem = UC_FREED_ELEM_COUNT;
uc_swap_info_array[pos] .uc_high_elem = 0;
/* Release all those locks! */
up(&uc_swap_info_array[pos].uc_swap_sem);
spin_unlock(&uc_swap_info_array[pos].uc_swap_lock);
spin_unlock(&uc_global_lock);

}

/************************* END ACTIVATING SWAP FILES *************************/

/************************ RECLAIM SPACE FROM SWAP FILE ***********************/
/* Try to defragment the highest block that is marked as a candidate for
* defragmenting. The caller should hold uc_swap_sem already.
• */
void uc_try_one_defrag(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr)
{
unsigned long
cur_block = swp_ptr->last_defrag;
struct defrag_block *d_block = &swp_ptr->defrag_blocks[cur_block] ;
/* Check that the defragment block that is indicated can
* in fact be defragmented.
*/
if ((d_block->defrag_status) && (!d_block->used_slots) &&
(cur_block >= UC_LOWEST_DEFRAG) ) {
/* get the start of this block in bytes */
unsigned long offset = (d_block->block_offset << UC_PAGE_SHIFT);
struct dentry
*dentry = swp_ptr->swp_info_ptr->swap_file->f_dentry
struct inode
*i_node = dentry->d_inode;
struct iattr
i_attr;
int
err ;

printk("UC: Debug: going to defrag block %lu\n", cur_block);
/* The nfs_rw_swap_page uses the BKL, so I thought that
* we should, too.
*/
lock_kernel();

/* We make the same call as that for truncation. The other
* functions have been altered as needed. This code is copied
* from a file truncation over NFS and I guess that this is
* the way it's done. I don't think that it was heavily
* commented, but you can look at it, of course.
*/
down(&i_node->i_sem);
i_attr.ia_valid = UC_ATTR_DEFRAG;
i_attr.ia_size = offset;
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err = nfs_notify_change(dentry, &i_attr);
up(&i_node->i_sem);

unlock_kernel ();
if (err)
printk("UC: defragmentation failed with err = %i\n", err);
/* Even if it fails, we mark this block clean, because it's worse
* to try it again with something wrong on the server than it
* is to live with some wasted space.
*/
swp_ptr->defrag_count--;
d_block->defrag_status = UC_DEFRAG_CLEAN;

}
else {
/* For some reason there is an error in the data structures
* and this block isn't a candidate for defragmenting. This
* will probably never happen. Perhaps the code should be
* removed.
*/
unsigned long new_last_defrag = cur_block - 1;

if (new_last_defrag < UC_LOWEST_DEFRAG)
new_last_defrag = UC_DEFRAG_BLOCK_COUNT - 1;

swp_ptr->last_defrag = new_last_defrag;

}
}

/*
* Truncate the swap file if possible. That mostly means looking
* at the minimum size the file needs to be to accomodate all the
* slots that are currently in use. The caller should already
* hold uc_swap_sem. The caller should have already revalidated
* the highest used slot, if necessary.
*/
void uc_truncate_swap_file(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr)
struct dentry
struct inode
struct iattr
int

*dentry = swp_ptr->swp_info_ptr->swap_file->f_dentry;
*i_node = dentry->d_inode;
the_iattr;
error;

/* See if the swap can be reduced in size */
unsigned long
top_slot, best_size;
/* calculate the new size of the swap file */
top_slot = (swp_ptr->highest_used_slot + 1) ;
best_size = top_slot << UC_PAGE_SHIFT;
if (best_size < UC_MIN_SWAP_FILE_SIZE)
best_size = UC_MIN_SWAP_FILE_SIZE;

if (i_node->i_size <= (loff_t)best_size)
return;

/* We don't want to do a series of tiny file truncations and tie
* up the server with meaningless savings that might instantly
* disappear. And truncation is more expensive in CPU cycles and
* data access, I think, than an actual write.
*/
if ((i_node->i_size - (loff_t)best_size) > (loff_t)UC_TRUNC_THRESHOLD)
printk("UC: Truncate swap from %lli to %lu\n", i_node->i_size, best_size)
/* The nfs_rw_swap_page uses the BKL, so I thought that
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* we should, too.
*/
lock_kernel();
/* Directly modeled on an ordinary file truncation in nfs. */
down(&i_node->i_sem);

the_iattr.ia_valid = ATTR_SIZE | ATTR_MTIME | ATTR_ATIME;
the_iattr.ia_size = (loff_t)best_size;
error = nfs_notify_change(dentry, &the_iattr);
up(&i_node->i_sem);

unlock_kernel () ,if (error)
printkp'UC: error %i in truncating the swap file\n", error);

}
}

/* Called from us_swap_thread . This will try to reclaim
* unused space from the swap file on the server. It tries
* to do any defragmenting it can, then it tries a truncation.
* Right now this function returns a value to use for our
* thread's sleep interval. Caller verifies swp_ptr is valid!
*/
int uc_reduce_swap_file(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr)
{
if (swp_ptr->defrag_count) {
uc_try_one_defrag(swp_ptr);
return (HZ); /* Aggressive timing because we see unused space */
}
/* Should do this before truncating because we will get the greatest
* effect. Highest used slot is used speculatively - it is guaranteed
* to be at least as high as the actual highest used slot. But it
* could be too high. So we make sure that it is exactly right. Now,
* we can truncate the file down to the smallest amount that is needed
* to contain the data actually in use in the swap file.
*/
if (uc_get_slot_status(swp_ptr, swp_ptr->highest_used_slot) == UC_SLOT_FREE)
uc_reset_highest_used_slot(swp_ptr) ;

uc_truncate_swap_file(swp_ptr);
return (120 * HZ);

/* If we did all available defragmenting and any possible
* truncation, we may as well wait awhile. There probablly
* won't be much for the thread to do, so it saves CPU
* cycles to sleep a little longer.
*/

}
/********************** END RECLAIM SPACE FROM SWAP FILE *********************/

/************************** DEFRAGMENTATION HELPERS **************************/

/* Can we mark a defragmenting block dirty? That is, should the space
* it represents in the swap file be reclaimed on the server? If so,
* update the appropriate data structures. Note that we start defragmenting
* from the top of the file. That is on the knowledge that those blocks
* are the least likely to be immediately reused. So we reduce the
* chances of wasted effort on the server.
*/
void uc_check_to_mark_dirty (struct uc_swap_header *swp_jptr,
struct defrag_block *d_block,
unsigned long which_block)
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{

/*
* If used slots has gone to zero, then (status == UC_DEFRAG_CLEAN) should
* always be true, but I am going to be a little chicken
*/
/*
* We NEVER try to defragment the blocks below UC_LOWEST_DEFRAG. See
* above, and the project documents.
*/
if ((!d_block->used_slots) && (which_block >= UC_LOWEST_DEFRAG)) {
if (d_block->defrag_status == UC_DEFRAG_CLEAN) {
d_block->defrag_status = UC_DEFRAG_DIRTY;
swp_ptr->defrag_count++ ;
if (which_block > swp_ptr->last_defrag)
swp_ptr->last_defrag = which_block;
}
}
}

/* Pretty obvious. Should a block be marked clean when something is written
* to a slot belonging to that block.
*/
void uc_check_to_mark_clean(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
struct defrag_block *d_block)
{
/*
* When we mark a slot in use, that block is no longer a candidate for
* defragmentation. (Because at least one slot in that portion of the
* swap file is now in use). We may also need to alter the defrag count
* of the swap pointer. But that we have to check.
*
*/
if (d_block->defrag_status == UC_DEFRAG_DIRTY) {
d_block->defrag_status = UC_DEFRAG_CLEAN;
swp_ptr->defrag_count-~;
}
}

/************************ END DEFRAGMENTATION HELPERS ************************/

/************************ FREED PAGE CACHE FUNCTIONS *************************/

/* Clear the cache of freed pages. The caller should hold the lock
* and the semaphore for the uc_swap_info. Should only be called
* if uc_counter > 0.
*/
void uc_clear_freed_cache(struct uc_swap_info
*ptr,
struct uc_swap_header *uc_swp_ptr)
{
/* Clear the cache, and then the bitmap if necessary.
* Since we use the cache first, if it's empty then
* the bitmap has nothing.
*/
unsigned long
i;
for (i = 0; i < ptr->uc_counter; i++)
uc_free_page_slot(uc_swp_ptr, ptr->uc_array[i]);
ptr->uc_counter = 0;
/*
*
*
*
*

Now the bitmap. We can tell if anything is there
by looking at the uc_low_elem field. Of course,
we can code that directly into the loop logic,
but otherwise the code would be
if ptr->uc_low_elem < UC_FREED_ELEM_COUNT
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*/
for (i = ptr~>uc_low_elem; i <= ptr->uc_high_elem; i++) {
/* Not every elem may be touched */
if (ptr->uc_bitmap [i] > 0) {
uc_clear_bit_elem(uc_swp_ptr, i, ptr->uc_bitmap[i]);
ptr->uc_bitmap[i] = 0;
}
}
/* Maybe this needs a function. We do this in about three
* different places!
*/
ptr->uc_low_elem = UC_FREED_ELEM_COUNT;
ptr->uc_high_elem = 0;
}

/*
* A helper function to free all the pages associated
* with the set bits in one element of the bitmap used
* to record freed pages in swap_entry_free.
*/
void uc_clear_bit_elem(struct uc_swap_header *uc_swp_ptr,
unsigned long.offset, unsigned long elem)
{
unsigned long hsb;
/* convert the offset from the array element to the
* base page offset represented by that element
*/
offset <<= UC_BITS_PER_ULONG_SHIFT;
/* Check each set bit in the array */
while (elem != 0) {
/* This stinks as an algorithm unless we know,
* which we do, that there is really a hardware
* instruction that will get the highest set
* bit in a couple of instruction cycles.
* That's because our regular bit diddling
* function uses several instructions for
* each bit check. What if all 32 bits are
* set? That's a LOT more work that just
* running through each bit, which would
* be 32 compares.
*/
hsb = get_highest_set_bit (elem) ,/* Now we have a page to free */
uc_free_page_slot(uc_swp_ptr, offset + hsb);
/* Clear that bit and look again */
elem &= ~(1UL << hsb);
}

}

/********************** END FREED PAGE CACHE FUNCTIONS ***********************/

/******************************* slot HANDLING *******************************/
/*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Update the data structures when a slot is freed. It doesn't update
quite everything, so the caller can free one slot and then mark
another in use without needlessly doing something like
uc_swp_ptr->free_slots++;
uc_swp_ptr->free_slots--;
It also doesn't update the translation index. That would require
another parameter and the caller can do that as easily as this
function can.
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*/

void uc_free_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long which_block,
unsigned long which_slot)
{
/* THIS DOESN'T ADJUST THE SWAP PTR'S SLOT USAGE! THE CALLER MUST DO THAT */
/* THIS DOESN'T ADJUST THE TRANSLATION INDEX! THE CALLER MUST DO THAT */

struct defrag_block *d_block - &swp_ptr->defrag_blocks[which_block] ;
/* Sanity check for debugging */
if (d_block->used_slots == 0)
printk("UC: ERROR: tried to free slot in empty block #%lu\n", which_block);
/* End Sanity check */
/* this now uses one fewer slot */
d_block->used_slots--;
d_block->free_slots++;
/* It's defrag status may have changed */
uc_check_to_mark_dirty(swp_ptr, d_block, which_block);
/* Update the speculative indices in the block */
if (which_slot < d_block->lowest_free_slot)
d_block->lowest_free_slot = which_slot;
/* Adjust the swp_ptr, too */
if (which_slot < swp_ptr->lowest_free_slot) {
swp_ptr->lowest_free_slot = which_slot;
/* sanity check for debugging */
if (which_block > swp_ptr->lowest_free_block)
printkC'UC: ERROR: lowest slot-block mistmatch\n") ;
}
if (which_block < swp_ptr->lowest_free_block)
swp_ptr->lowest_free_block = which_block;

/* mark the bitmap accordingly */
uc_mark_usage_free(swp_ptr, which_slot);

}
/*■

* Update the data structures when a slot is put into use. It doesn't
* update quite everything, so the caller can free one slot and then mark
* another in use without- needlessly doing something like
* uc_swp_ptr->used_slots--;
* uc_swp_ptr->used_slots++;
*
* It also doesn't update the translation index. That would require
* another parameter and the caller can do that as easily as this
* function can.
*/
void uc_take_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long which_block,
unsigned long which_slot)
{
/* THIS DOESN'T ADJUST THE SWAP PTR'S SLOT USAGE! THE CALLER MUST DO THAT */
/* THIS DOESN'T ADJUST THE TRANSLATION INDEX! THE CALLER MUST DO THAT */
struct defrag_block *d_block = &swp_ptr->defrag_blocks[which_block];
/* this now uses one more slot */
d_block->used_slots++ ;
d_block->free_slots-- ;
/* It's defrag status may have changed */
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uc_check_to_mark_clean(swp_ptr, d_block);

I* Update

the speculative indices in the block */
if (which_slot > d_block->highest_used_slot)
d_block->highest_used_slot = which_slot;
/* Adjust the swp_ptr, too */
if (which_slot > swp_ptr->highest_used_slot)
swp_ptr->highest_used_slot = which_slot;

{

/* sanity check for debugging */
if (which_block < swp_ptr->highest_used_block)
printk("UC: ERROR: highest slot-block mistmatch\n");

}
if (which_block > swp_ptr->highest_used_block)
swp_ptr->highest_used_block = which_block;
/* now we are using it */
uc_mark_usage_busy(swp_ptr, which_slot);

}
/***************************** END SLOT HANDLING *****************************/

/************************ pAGE HANDLING FUNCTIONS ***************************/

I*
*
*
*
*
*

Change an exisitng page in the file to a lower slot, if one exists.
This has the effect of defragmenting the file, as well as improving
the efficiency of the defragmentation algorithm. (By helping to keep
the file from being spread out).

* The caller must have verified that there is at least one
* free slot in the file.
*/
unsigned long uc_rewrite_slot_to_lower(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long cur_slot)
unsigned long new_slot;
if (uc_get_slot_status(swp_ptr, swp_ptr->lowest_free_slot) == UC_SLOT_IN_USE)
uc_reset_lowest_free_slot(swp_ptr) ;

new_slot = swp_ptr->lowest_free_slot;
if (new_slot < cur_slot) {
/*
* There is a lower slot available.

★

* We only rewrite the page if the new block is lower because it
* doesn't help us to move a page's slot within the same block.
*/
/* Which defrag_blocks own the slots in question? */
unsigned long cur_block = uc_slot_to_block_offset(cur_slot);
unsigned long new_block = uc_slot_to_block_offset(new_slot) ;

if (new_block < cur_block) {
/*
* We know that the two blocks are not the same now. There
* was no way that the new block could be higher, of course.
* We don't have to adjust the swp_ptr's slot usage because
* the net effect is zero. The caller will adjust the trans* lation index.
*/
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uc_free_slot(swp_ptr, cur_block, cur_slot);
uc_take_slot(swp_ptr, new_block, new_slot);
cur_slot = new_slot;

}
}

return cur_slot;

/* Get an open slot for a new page and update necessary counters */
/* THIS DOESN'T ADJUST THE TRANSLATION INDEX! THE CALLER MUST DO THAT */
unsigned long uc_get_open_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr)
{
unsigned long
new_slot;
unsigned long
which_block,-

if (swp_ptr->free_slots == 0) {
printkp'UC: ERROR: uc_get_open_slot has no free slots!\n");
return 0; /* very SERIOUS error! */
}
/* in fact the lowest_free_slot may not be free. This value
* is only guaranteed to be at least as low as the actual
* lowest free slot.
*/
if (uc_get_slot_status(swp_ptr, swp_ptr->lowest_free_slot) == UC_SLOT_IN_USE)
uc_reset_lowest_free_slot(swp_ptr) ;

/* Now it is valid for sure */
new_slot = swp_ptr->lowest_free_slot;
/* Have to update the defrag block that owns this slot */
which_block = uc_slot_to_block_offset(new_slot);
/* Sanity checks for debugging */
if (new_slot >= UC_SWAP_SLOT_COUNT)
.printkp'UC: ERROR: new slot exceeds limit slot #%lu\n", new_slot);
if (uc_get_slot_status(swp_ptr, new_slot) == UC_SLOT_IN_USE)
printkp'UC WARNING!: new slot %lu is currently in use\n", new_slot) ;
/* End Sanity checks */
/* now we are using it. That takes care of everything but slot
* counters in the swap ptr itself.
*/
uc_take_slot(swp_ptr, which_block, new_slot);
/* adjust usage counters for the swp_ptr */
swp_ptr->free_slots--;
swp_ptr->used_slots++;

return new_slot;

}
/* Translate the logical offset in the swap for the current physical offset
* for a given page. The rest of the kernel THINKS that it is a physical
* offset but we have turned it into a logical offset and we have to
* tell rw_swap_page where in fact the page is.
*/
unsigned long uc_translate_offset(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long page_offset, int rw)
{
unsigned long actual_slot;
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if (page_offset == 0)
return 0;
if (page_offset >= UC_SWAP_SLOT_COUNT) {
/* **!! Not sure what to do if this does happen. It shoudn't */
printkC'UC: uc_logical_offset... bad page_offset = %lu\n", page_offset) ;
return 0;
}
/* The translation index marks where it currently is. */
actual_slot = swp_ptr->index[page_offset] ;

if (actual_slot) {
if ((rw == WRITE) && (swp_ptr->free_slots)) {
/*
* We are writing a page to a slot that is already in use for it.
* If we can find a lower slot we will switch slots. We don't do
* this unless there is another free slot in the file of course!
* We only do this if the lower slot is also in a lower block.
* Otherwise, that is a waste of time, really. See above.
*/
actual_slot = uc_rewrite_slot_to_lower(swp_ptr, actual_slot);
swp_ptr->index[page_offset] = actual_slot;
}
} else {
if (rw == WRITE) {
/* If there is no slot assigned to this page, and it is a write,
* then it is simply being written for the first time. We find
* a slot for it and assign that slot to this page.
*/
actual_slot = uc_get_open_slot(swp_ptr);
swp_ptr->index[page_offset] - actual_slot;
} else
printkC'UC: ERROR: Attempted to read an empty slot");
}

return actual_slot;

/*
* Free a page from our swap file and mark it free. This is the original
* raw offset in the (rest of the) kernel's swap map.
*/
void uc_free_page_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long page_offset)
{
/* we never mark that first page as free in our file - the swap header */
if ( (page_offset < 1) | | (page_offset >= UC_SWAP__SLOT_COUNT) ) {
printkC'UC: uc_free_page_slot bad page_offset = %lu\n", page_offset) ;
}
else {
unsigned long slot = swp_ptr->index[page_offset];
/*
* Sometimes the system frees an empty page. I don't know why.
* I hope that it isn't a bug in the nfs swap code.
*/
if (likely(slot)) {
/* Which defrag_block owns this slot? */
unsigned long which_block'= uc_slot_to_block_of fset (slot) ,uc_free_slot(swp_ptr, which_block, slot);
/* uc_free_slot doesn't touch the swp ptr's usage counters */
swp_ptr->free_slots++;
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swp_ptr->used_slots-- ;
/* This page is not translated to anything now */
swp_ptr->index[page_offset] = 0;
}

/********************** END PAGE HANDLING FUNCTIONS *************************/

/*************** INDEXING FUNCTIONS **********************/
/*
* Because we have that one odd-sized first block, it helps to
* use a subordinate function to convert a slot offset to a block offset
*/
unsigned long uc_slot_to_block_offset(unsigned long which slot)
{
if (likely(which_slot >= UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK)) {
which_slot -= UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK;
unsigned long which_block = which_slot >> UC_SLOTS_PER_BLOCK_SHIFT;
return ++which_block;
} else
return 0;
}
/* Make the lowest free slot index valid in the appropriate defrag block */
unsigned long defrag_block_reset_lowest_free_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr
struct defrag block *d block)
{
/*
* The caller should verify that we have a free slot.

★

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Returns the lowest free slot in this block. The
offset is given in absolute terms.

Lowest free slots and blocks are used speculatively in
that they are guaranteed to be at least as low as the
actual lowest slot or block in use. So we never can
miss the target because we started counting up from
an element that was too high.

ie

*/
/*
* We don't know - from the parameters - which block we are in terms
* of the offset in the array, but we can deduce this. So, if we want
* to add sanity checks we can.
'

*

* Right now I don't do this, because, really, we can't recover from
* an error.
*/
if (likely(d_block->block_offset)) {
unsigned long
offset, elem;

unsigned long
unsigned long
/*
*
*
*

adj_off = d_block->lowest_free_slot UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK;
bb = adj_off >> UC_BITS_PER_ULONG_SHIFT;

Search through the bitmap until we find an element
that is not all ones. There must be a free slot
there, and we convert that element and empty bit
offset into a free slot - that is an absolute
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offset for the entire swap file.
while (likely(bb < UC_BITMAP_ELEM_COUNT)) {
elem = swp_ptr->bitmap[bb];
if (-elem ! = OUL) {
/* Get the lowest clear bit */
unsigned long lcb = get_lowest_clear_bit(elem) ;
/* calcuate the return */
offset = (bb << UC_BITS_PER^ULONG_SHIFT) + lcb;
offset += UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK;
d_block->lowest_free_slot = offset;
return offset;

bb++ ;
}
} else {
/* This is the first block, a special case */
unsigned long offset = d_block->lowest_free_slot;
/* We just iterate through the special usage map
* for the first block until we find an unused
* element.
*/
while (offset < UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK) {
if (swp_ptr->usage_map[offset] == UC_SLOT_FREE)
d_block->lowest_free_slot = offset;
return offset;
}
offset++;
}

{

}

return 0; /* Error code to caller. Shouldn't happen */
}
/* Set the lowest_free_slot and lowest_free_block to the correct value. */
void uc_reset_lowest_free_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr)
{
/*
* Reset the lowest free slot and lowest free block to valid
* values.
*
* The caller should have verified that we have a free slot!
*
* Lowest free slots and blocks are used speculatively in
* that they are guaranteed to be at least as low as the
* actual lowest slot or block in use. So we never can
* miss the target because we started counting up from
* an element that was too high.
*

* This is coded on the assumption that our data is not
* corrupted. But we have a safety valve in that we won't
* accidentally loop forever.
*/
struct defrag_block *d_block;
unsigned long i;
for (i = swp_ptr->lowest_frge_block; i < UC_DEFRAG_BLOCK_COUNT; i++) {
d_block = &(swp_ptr->defrag_blocks[i] );
if (d_block->free_slots) {
/* The lowest free slot in the lowest defrag block that has
* a free slot must be the lowest free slot in the entire
* swap file. Right?
*/
unsigned long offset = defrag_block_reset_lowest_free_slot(swp_ptr, d_block)
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if (likely(offset)) {
swp_ptr->lowest_free_block = i;
swp_ptr->lowest_free_slot = offset;
return;
}
else
printkC'UC: ERROR: defrag_block #%lu had no free slots!\n", i) ;

}
}
/* If we get here something was wrong. And we are ruined */
printkC'UC: Error: uc_reset_lowest_free_slot failed\n");

}
/* Make valid the highest used slot in a defrag block */
unsigned long defrag_block_reset_highest_used_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
struct defrag_block *d_block)

/*
* The caller should have verified that we have a slot in use!
*
* Returns the highest slot in use in this block. The
* offset is given in absolute terms.
ie

*
*
*
*
*

*

Highest used slots and blocks are used speculatively in
that they are guaranteed to be at least as high as the
actual highest slot or block in use. So we never can
miss the target because we started counting down from
an element that was too low.

. * If there are in fact no slots in use in this defrag block
* then we return zero. That should not ever happen.
*/
if (likely(d_block->block_offset)) {
unsigned long
offset, elem, hsb;

unsigned long
unsigned long

adj_off = d_block->highest_used_slot UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK;
bb = adj_off >> UC_BITS_PER_ULONG_SHIFT;

/* Search down the bitmap until we find an element
* that is not zero. There must be a used slot
* there, and we convert that element and empty bit
* offset into an absolute slot offset.
*/

while (swp_ptr->bitmap[bb] == 0)
bb--;
elem = swp_ptr->bitmap[bb];
/* Get the highest set bit */
hsb = get_highest_set_bit(elem);
/* calcuate the return */
offset = (bb << UC_BITS_PER_ULONG_SHIFT) + hsb;
offset += UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK;
d_block->highest_used_slot = offset;
return offset;
} else {
/* This is the first block, a special case */
unsigned long offset = d_block->highest_used_slot;
/* Just count down until we see an array elem
* in the usage map (for the first block) that
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* is not zero.
*/
while (likely(offset)) {
if (swp_ptr->usage_map[offset] ) {
d_block->highest_used_slot = offset;
return offset;
}
offset--;
}
}

return 0; /* This slot is always in use */
}

/* Set the highest_used_slot to the correct value. It may be too high and thus
* mark a slot that is in fact free. There is always one slot in use due to
* the swap file's header.
*/
void uc_reset_highest_used_slot(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr)
{
/*
* Go through the defrag blocks until we find one that does
* in fact have a slot in use. Then call the subroutine that
* will reset the actual highest slot in use for that block
* and return the absolute offset to us.

*

* Highest used slots and blocks are used speculatively in
* that they are guaranteed to be at least as high as the
* actual highest slot or block in use. So we never can
* miss the target because we started counting down from
* an element that was too low.
*/
struct defrag_block *d_block;
unsigned long
cur_block = swp_ptr->highest_used_block;

while (cur_block >= 0) {
d_block = &(swp_ptr->defrag_blocks[cur_block] );
if (d_block->used_slots) {
/* The highest used slot in the highest defrag block that has
* a slot in use must be the highest used slot in the entire
* swap file. Right?
*/
swp_ptr->highest_used_block = cur_block;
swp_ptr->highest_used_slot = defrag_block_reset_highest_used_slot(swp_ptr,
d_block);
return;
}
cur_block--;
}
/*
* It rolled over, meaning we didn't find anything.
* If we get here something was wrong. And the data
* is probably ruined.
*/
printkC'UC: Error: uc_reset_highest_used_slot failed\n");

/******************* USAGE MAP FUNCTIONS *********************/
/* Explicitly sets a element in the usage map to busy.
* Since we actually have two maps, we have to determine
* which one this slot belongs to.
*/
void uc_mark_usage_busy(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long which_slot)
{
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I

* Having to branch on the slot placement is unfortunate, but
* almost every time this slot will NOT be in the first block
* so we can take advantage of that.
*/
if (likely(which_slot >= UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK) )
unsigned long elem, offset, bitmask;

{

which_slot -= UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK;
elem = which_slot >> UC_BITS_PER_ULONG_SHIFT;
offset = which_slot % UC_BITS_PER_ULONG;
bitmask = 1UL << offset;
swp_ptr->bitmap[elem]

|= bitmask;

} else
swp_ptr->usage_map[which_slot] = UC_SLOT_IN_USE;

/* Explicitly sets a element in the usage map to free.
* Since we actually have two maps, we have to determine
* which one this slot belongs to.
*/
void uc_mark_usage_free(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long which_slot)
{
/*
* Having to branch on the slot placement is unfortunate, but
* almost every time this slot will NOT be in the first block
* so we can take advantage of that.
*/

if (likely(which_slot >= UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK)) {
unsigned long elem, offset, bitmask;

which_slot -= UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK;
elem = which_slot >> UC_BITS_PER_ULONG_SHIFT;
offset = which_slot % UC_BITS_PER_ULONG;
bitmask = 1UL << offset;

swpjitr->bitmap [elem] &= -bitmask;

} else
swp_ptr->usage_map[which_slot] = UC_SLOT_FREE;
}

/* Get the status of a single slot.
* Since we actually have two maps, we have to determine
* which one this slot belongs to.
*/
int uc_get_slot_status(struct uc_swap_header *swp_ptr,
unsigned long which_slot)
/*
* Having to branch on the slot placement is unfortunate, but
* almost every time this slot will NOT be in the first block
* so we can take advantage of that.
*/
if (likely (which_slot >= UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK) )
unsigned long elem, offset, bitmask;

which_slot -= UC_SLOTS_PER_FIRST_BLOCK;
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{

elem = which_slot >> UC_BITS_PER_ULONG_SHIFT;
Offset = which_slot % UC_BITS_PER_ULONG;
bitmask = 1UL << offset;
if ((swp_ptr->bitmap[elem] & bitmask) == 0)
return UC_SLOT_FREE;
else
return UC_SLOT_IN_USE;
} else
return swp_ptr->usage_map[which_slot];

/*************************** BIT DIDDLING ************************************/
#if defined

UC_USE_386_ASM

/* use x86 asm code */

/* Bit Scan Forward */
static inline ulong asm_bsf(ulong x)
{
asm ("bsfl %0, %0" : "=r" (x) : "0"
return x;
}

(x));

/* Bit Scan Reverse */
static inline ulong asm_bsr(ulong x)
{
asm ("bsrl %0, %0" : "=r" (x) : "0"
return x;
}

(x));

ftendif

/*
* Get the lowest clear bit in an unsigned long. The caller
* must first check that there is a clear bit.
*/
unsigned long get_lowest_clear_bit(unsigned long bitmap_elem)
{
#if defined UC_USE_386_ASM
/* IA32 assembler. Add 64-bit asm when we have
* a machine that needs it.
*/
/* Invert the bits because we find lowest set bit */
return asm_bsf(~bitmap_elem);

ftelse
/*
* Works for 32-bit and 64-bit integers.
*/
unsigned long
sum = 0;
/* invert because our method
* really finds the lowest set
* bit.
*/
bitmap_elem = -bitmap_elem;
/* Isolate the one set bit */
bitmap_elem &= -bitmap_elem;
/* Divide and conquer */
if (UC_BITS_PER_ULONG > 32)
{
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if (bitmap_elem
sum += 32;
if (bitmap_elem
sum += 16;
if (bitmap_elem
sum += 8;
if (bitmap_elem
sum += 4;
if (bitmap_elem
sum += 2;
if (bitmap_elem
sum += 1;

& Oxffffffff00000000)
& OxffffOOOOffff0000)
& OxffOOffOOffOOffOO)

& OxfOfOfOfOfOfOfOfO)
& Oxcccccccccccccccc)

& Oxaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa)

}
else
{

if (bitmap_elem
sum += 16;
if (bitmap_elem
sum += 8;
if (bitmap_elem
sum += 4;
if (bitmap_elem
sum += 2;
if (bitmap_elem
sum += 1;

& OxffffOOOO)
& OxffOOffOO)
& OxfOfOfOfO)
& Oxcccccccc)
& Oxaaaaaaaa)

}
return sum;
#endif

/* Get the index (zero-based) of the highest set bit in an
* unsigned long. The caller must check that some bit is
* in fact set. (I.e., the element != 0).
*/
unsigned long get_highest_set_bit(unsigned long bitmap_elem)
{
#if defined UC_USE_386_ASM
/* IA32 assembler. Add 64-bit asm when we have
* a machine that needs it.
*/
return asm_bsr(bitmap_elem);
#else
/*
* This assumes that we are using two's complement
* numbers. Works for 32-bit and 64-bit longs.
*/
unsigned long
sum = 0;
#if UC_BITS_PER_ULONG > = 64
if (bitmap_elem & Oxffffffff00000000)
bitmap_elem >>= 32;
sum += 32;
}
#endif
if (bitmap_elem
bitmap_elem
sum += 16;
}
if (bitmap_elem
bitmap_elem
sum += 8;
}
if (bitmap_elem
bitmap_elem

{

& OxffffOOOO) {
>>= 16;

& OxOOOOffOO) {
>>= 8;

& OxOOOOOOfO) {
>>= 4;
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sum += 4;
}
if (bitmap_elem & OxOOOOOOOc)
bitmap_elem >>= 2;
sum += 2;
}
if (bitmap_elem & 0x00000002)
sum += 1;

{

return sum;
#endif
}
/************************** ye SWAP THREAD ***********************************/
/* The UC swap thread */
int uc_swap_thread(void ‘unused)
{
struct task_struct
*tsk = current;
int
interval = (20 * HZ);
int
i;
struct uc_swap_header
*uc_swp_ptr;

tsk-ssession = 1;
tsk->pgrp = 1;
strcpy(tsk->comm, "uc_swap_thread");

tsk-sflags |= PF_MEMALLOC; /* Don't interrupt to free memory when
* we're doing our thing
*/
/* sigstop and sigcont will stop and wakeup kupdate */
spin_lock_irq(&tsk-ssigmask_lock) ;
sigfillset(&tsk-sblocked);
siginitsetinv(&current-sblocked, sigmask(SIGCONT) | sigmask(SIGSTOP));
recalc_sigpending(tsk);
spin_unlock_irq(&tsk->sigmask_lock);

for (;;) {
if (interval) {
tsk-sstate = TASK_INTERRUPTIBLE;
schedule_timeout(interval) ;
} else {
stop_swap_thread:
tsk-sstate = TASK_STOPPED;
return 0;
}
/* check for sigstop */
if (signal_pending(tsk)) {
int stopped = 0;
spin_lock_irq (&tsk->sigmask_lock) ;
if (sigismember(&tsk-spending .signal, SIGSTOP))
sigdelset(&tsk-spending,signal, SIGSTOP);
stopped = 1;
}
recalc_sigpending(tsk);
spin_unlock_irq(&tsk-ssigmask_lock);
if (stopped)
goto stop_swap_thread;
}
/* Set a default interval that is a long time.
* If we find something in the swap files that
* needs doing, we will adjust it.
*/
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{

interval = (300 * HZ) ;
/* Now we need to go through each entry in our
* array of open scalable swap files and see if
* there is anything that we can reduce.
*/
for (i = 0; i < UC_MAX_SWAP_FILES; i++) {
if (uc_swap_info_array[i].swp_info_ptr) {
/* We get the semaphore for this particular file.
* The semaphore protects everything in the
* swap_info_ptr. The array for buffering free
* pages doesn't concern us.
*/
down(&uc_swap_info_array[i],uc_swap_sem);
uc_swp_ptr = uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_swp_ptr;
if (uc_swp_ptr)
interval - uc_reduce_swap_file(uc_swp_ptr) + uc_swp_ptr>activity_modifer;
up(&uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_swap_sem);
}
}
}
return 0;
}

int start_uc_swap_thread(void)
{
/* Init the global data structures for our swap files. */
spin_lock_init(&uc_global_lock) ;

uc_swap_info_array = vmalloc(UC_MAX_SWAP_FILES * sizeof(struct uc_swap_info));
/* That won't fail - if it does, what to do? */
if (likely(uc_swap_info_array != NULL)) {
/* Init the elements of the array to default values */
int i ;
for (i = 0; i < UC_MAX_SWAP_FILES; i + + ) {
uc_swap_info_array[i] .swp_info_ptr = NULL;
uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_swp_ptr = NULL;
uc_swap_info_array[i],uc_array = NULL;
uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_counter = 0;
uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_low_elem = UC_FREED_ELEM_COUNT;
uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_high_elem = Q;
spin_lock_init(&uc_swap_info_array[i].uc_swap_lock);
init_MUTEX(&uc_swap_info_array[i],uc_swap_sem);
}
} else
panic("UC: ERROR: Cannot allocate uc_swap_info_array\n");
/* Start out swap' thread */
kernel_thread(uc_swap_thread, NULL, CLONE_FS | CLONE_FILES | CLONE_SIGNAL);

return 0;
}

Now here is complete listing of the existing source code that was modified for the
scalable swap. The full source code files are available in the Umbilical Cord CD's that are
kept with the maintainer.

This is added to include/linux/fs.h
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/* JW Umbilical Cord. */
tfdefine UC_ATTR_DEFRAG 2048

In include/linux/swap.h, I moved in a definition for the NFS swap file, and added a field
in the swap_info_struct. I also moved nfs_swap_data from nfsswap.c to swap.h.

/* JW Umbilical Cord
* Brought this over from nfs/nfsswap.c
*/
Jtdefine NFS_SWAP_ID "nfs file"

/*
* The in-memory structure used to track swap areas.
*/
struct swap_info_struct {
unsigned int flags;
struct file *swap_file;
struct swap_method *method;
void *data;
spinlock_t sdev_lock;
unsigned short * swap_map;
unsigned int lowest_bit;
unsigned int highest_bit;
unsigned int cluster_next;
unsigned int cluster_nr;
int prio;
/* swap priority */
int pages;
unsigned long max;
int next;
/* next entry on swap list */
/* JW Umbilical Cord */
int
uc_array_pos;
/* End Umbilical Cord */
};

/* JW Umbilical Cord
* Moved this from nfs/nfsswap.c
* we cache some values here. In principle, we only need the file.
*/
struct nfs_swap_data {
struct file
*file,struct inode
*inode;
struct nfs_server ♦server;
struct socket
♦socket ,/* JW Umbilical Cord
* Added this field because' we need to know
* where this swap file is in uc_swap_info_array
*/
int uc_array_pos;
/* End Umbilical Cord */
};

In init/main.c umbilical_cord.h was included and one function was modified.
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/* JW Umbilical Cord */
#include <linux/umbilical_cord.h>

static void __init do_basic_setup(void)

/* Networking initialization needs a process context */
sock_init();

start_context_thread ();

do_initcalls();

}

becomes
static void __ init do_basic_setup(void)
{

/* Networking initialization needs a process context */
sock_init();

start_context_thread ();
/* JW Umbilical Cord */
start_uc_swap_thread();

do_initcalls();

}

Those are the only two changes to main.c that the project makes.

In mm/swapfile.c the Umbilical Cord header was included and three functions were
modified.

The include file for the Umbilical Cord project has to be added, too.
/* JW Umbilical Cord */
#include <linux/umbilical_cord.h>

static int swap_entry_free(struct swap_info_struct *p, unsigned long offset)
{
int count = p->swap_map[offset];

if (count < SWAP_MAP_MAX) {
count--;
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p->swap_map[offset] = count;
if (!count) {
if (offset < p->lowest_bit)
p->lowest_bit = offset;
if (offset > p->highest_bit)
p->highest_bit = offset;
nr_swap_pages++;
/* JW Umbilical Cord */

/*
* We have to update our data
* the fact that the page has
* swap file.
*/
if (likely(p->uc_array_pos !=
/* This is a scalable
struct uc_swap_info

structures to reflect
been freed from the

UC_UNASSIGNED)) {
swap file of ours */
*ptr;

/* We store free pages in a buffer until they can be processed
* by a routine that can synchronize with this function AND
* uc_swap_thread . All my attempts to synchronize this function
* with uc_swap_thread have ended in deadlock.
* uc_swap_lock is intended to protect the array and the
* counter.
*/
ptr = &uc_swap_info_array[p->uc_array_pos] ;
spin_lock(&ptr->uc_swap_lock);
/* Is there room in the "easy to use"
* uc_array?
*/
if (likely(ptr->uc_counter < UC_FREED_CACHE_SIZE))
ptr->uc_array[ptr->uc_counter++] = offset;
else {
/* Have to mark the slot in the bitmap */
unsigned long elem, bitmask;

elem = offset >> UC_BITS_PER_ULONG_SHIFT;
bitmask = 1UL << (offset % UC_BITS_PER_ULONG);
ptr->uc_bitmap[elem] |= bitmask;
/*
* We keep a range of elements that have
* been marked. Then we can run though
* them. It's not perfect, but it's
* better than nothing.
*/
if (elem < ptr->uc_low_elem)
ptr->uc_low_elem = elem;
else if (elem > ptr->uc_high_elem)
ptr->uc_high_elem = elem;

}
spin_unlock(&ptr->uc_swap_lock);
}
/* End Umbilical Cord */

}
}

return count;

}

asmlinkage long sys_swapoff(const char * specialfile)
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{

struct swap_info_struct * p = NULL;
unsigned short *swap_map;
struct nameidata nd;
int i, type, prev;
int err;
struct file *swap_file;
if (!capable(CAP_SYS_ADMIN) )
return -EPERM;

err = user_path_walk(specialfile, &nd);
if (err)
return err;
lock_kernel();
prev = -1;
swap_list_lock();
for (type = swap_list.head; type >= 0; type = swap_info[type].next)
p = swap_info + type;
if ((p->flags & SWP_WRITEOK) == SWP_WRITEOK) {
if (p->swap_file &&
p->swap_file->f_dentry == nd.dentry)
break;
}
prev = type;
}
err = -EINVAL;
/* p->swap_file contains all needed info, no need to keep nd, so
* release it now.
*/
path_release(&nd);
if (type < 0) {
swap_list_unlock();
goto out;
}
if (prev < 0) {
swap_list.head = p->next;
} else {
swap_info[prev].next = p->next;
}
if (type == swap_list.next) {
/* just pick something that's safe... */
swap_list.next = swap_list.head;
}
nr_swap_pages -= p->pages;
total_swap_pages -= p->pages;
p->flags = SWP_USED;
swap_list_unlock();
unlock_kernel();
err = try_to_unuse(type);
lock_kernel();
if (err) {
/* re-insert swap space back into swap_list */
swap_list_lock ();
for (prev = -1, i = swap_list.head; i >= 0; prev = i,
i = swap_info[i].next)
if (p->prio >= swap_info[i].prio)
break;
p->next = i;
if (prev < 0)
swap_list.head = swap_list.next = p - swap_info;
else
swap_info[prev].next = p - swap_info;
nr_swap_pages += p->pages;
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{

total_swap_pages += p->pages;
p->flags = SWPJWRITEOK;
swap_list_unlock();
goto out;
}

if (p->method->ops->release)
p->method->ops->release(p->swap_file, p->data);
swap_list_lock();
swap_device_lock(p);
p->method->use_count --;
p->method = NULL;
p->data
= NULL;
swap_file = p->swap_file;
p->swap_file = NULL;
p->max = 0;
swap_map = p->swap_map;
p->swap_map = NULL;
p->flags = 0;
/* JW Umbilical Cord */
if (p->uc_array_pos != UC_UNASSIGNED)
uc_swapoff(p);
/* End Umbilical Cord */

swap_device_unlock(p);
swap_list_unlock();
filp_close(swap_file, NULL);
vfree(swap_map);
err = 0;

out:

unlock_kernel ();
return err;
}

/*
* Written 01/25/92 by Simmule Turner, heavily changed by Linus.

★

* The swapon system call

★

•*
* JW Umbilical Cord

★

*
*
*
*
*

*

Changed to spoof the actual swap size for the diskless client. I haven't
altered anything that I don't need to, even at the price of letting some
things remain that may be redundant. We sppof the memory manager into
thinking that the swap file is (approximately) 2 GB and we set up
data structures for this file to make it a scalable swap file.

* Right now, we only do this if this is a NFS swap file!
*
*/
asmlinkage long sys_swapon(const char * specialfile, int swap flags)
{
struct swap_info_struct * p;
unsigned int type;
int i, j, prev;
int error;
static int least_priority = 0;
union swap_header *swap_header = 0;
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int swap_header_version;
int nr_good_pages = 0;
unsigned long maxpages = 1;
int swapfilesize;
unsigned short *swap_map;
char * tmp_specialfile;
struct file *swap_file;
if (!capable(CAP_SYS_ADMIN) )
return -EPERM;
lock_kernel();
swap_list_lock();
p = swap_info;
for (type = 0 ; type < nr_swapfiles ; type++,p++)
if (!(p->flags & SWP_USED))
break;
error = -EPERM;
if (type >= MAX_SWAPFILES) {
swap_list_unlock();
goto out;
}
if (type >= nr_swapfiles)
nr_swapfiles = type+1;
p->flags = SWP_USED;
p->swap_file = NULL;
p->method = NULL;
p->swap_map = NULL;
p->lowest_bit = 0;
p->highest_bit = 0;
p->cluster_nr = 0;
p->sdev_lock = SPIN_LOCK_UNLOCKED;
p->next = -1;
/* JW Umbilical Cord
* Default value - not assigned
* to array yet. That is, we
* haven't set it up as a
* Umbilical Cord scalable swap.
*/
p->uc array pos = UC_UNASSIGNED;
/* End Umbilical Cord */

if (swap_flags & SWAP_FLAG_PREFER) {
p->prio =
(swap_flags & SWAP_FLAG_PRIO_MASK)>>SWAP_FLAG_PRIO_SHIFT
} else (
p->prio = -~least_priority;
}
swap_list_unlock();
/* Open the swap using filp_open. Bail out on any errors. */
tmp_specialfile = getname(specialfile);
if (IS_ERR(tmp_specialfile)) {
error = PTR_ERR(tmp_specialfile);
goto bad_swap_2;
}
p->swap_file = filp_open(tmp_specialfile, O_RDWR, 0600);
putname(tmp_specialfile);
if (IS_ERR(p->swap_file)) {
error = PTR_ERR(p->swap_file);
goto bad_swap_l;
}

/*
* JW Umbilical Cord
* Let1s note here that this works because we in fact have
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* already created a SMALL swap file with the appropriate
* version of swap. So the header is already correct but
* for the size.
*/

error = -EINVAL;
swapfilesize = find_swap_method(p->swap_file, p) ;
if (swapfilesize < 0) {
error = swapfilesize;
goto bad_swap_l;
}
jtifdef CONFIG_KMOD
if (swapfilesize == 0) {
(void)request_module("swapfile-mod");

swapfilesize = find_swap_method(p->swap_file, p);
if (swapfilesize < 0) {
error = swapfilesize;
goto bad_swap_l;
}
}

ttendif
if (swapfilesize == 0) {
printk("Don't know how to swap to this kind of file\n")
goto bad_swap_l; /* free swap map */
}
/*
*
*
*

JW Umbilical Cord
We will manipulate the swap file size here. We will
also set up the structures for doing scalable swap with
this particular swap file.

k

* First, however, is this an NFS swap file?
*/
if (strcmp(p->method->name, NFS_SWAP_ID) == 0) {
swapfilesize = (UC_SWAP_SXZE >> PAGE_SHIFT);
error = uc_swapon(p);
if (error)
goto bad_swap;
}
/* End Umbilical Cord */
/* After this point, the swap-file has been opened by the swap
* method. We must make sure to use the bad_swap label for any
* errors.
*/

error = -EBUSY;
for (i = 0 ; i < nr_swapfiles ; i++) {
struct swap_info_struct *q = &swap_info[i];
if (i == type || !q->swap_file)
continue;
if (p->swap_fi1e->f_dentry->d_inode->i_mapping
q-> swap_f i1e-> f_dent ry->d_inode-> i_mapping)
goto bad_swap;

swap_header = (void *) __ get_free_page(GFP_USER) ;
if (!swap_header) {
printk("Unable to start swapping: out of memory :-)\n")
error = -ENOMEM;
goto bad_swap;
}
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lock_page(virt_to_page(swap_header));
rw_swap_page_nolock(READ, SWP_ENTRY(type,0),

(char *) swap_header)

if (Imemcmp("SWAP-SPACE",swap_header->magic.magic, 10))
swap_header_version = 1;
else if (Imemcmp("SWAPSPACE2",swap_header-smagic.magic,10))
swap_header_version = 2;
else {
printk ("Unable to find swap-space signature\n")
error = -EINVAL;
goto bad_swap;
}
/*
*
*
*
*

JW Umbilical Cord
Some of what is in the swap header is OK for us, but some
things need to change because they reflect the reality of
swap file's size - and we don't want that, of course.

* We do need to check that this is an nfs swap file.
*/
if (p->uc_array_pos != UC_UNASSIGNED) {
swap_header->info.last_page = swapfilesize - 1;
swap_header->info.nr_badpages = 0;
swap_header->info.badpages[0] = 0;
}
/* End Umbilical Cord */
switch (swap_header_version) {
case 1:
memset(((char *) swap_header)+PAGE_SIZE-10, 0,10);
j = 0;
p->lowest_bit = 0;
p->highest_bit = 0;
for (i = 1 ; i < 8*PAGE_SIZE ; i++) {
if (test_bit(i,(char *) swap_header)) {
if (!p->lowest_bit)
p->lowest_bit = i;
p->highest_bit = i;
maxpages = i+1;
j++;
}
}
nr_good_pages = j;
p->swap_map = vmalloc(maxpages * sizeof(short) );
if (!p->swap_map) {
error = -ENOMEM;
goto bad_swap;
}
for (i = 1 ; i < maxpages ; i++) {
if (test_bit(i,(char *) swap_header))
p->swap_map[i] = 0;
else
p->swap_map[i] = SWAP_MAP_BAD;
}
break;

case 2 :
/* Check the swap header's sub-version and the size of
the swap file and bad block lists */
if (swap_header->info.version != 1) {
printk(KERN_WARNING
"Unable to handle swap header version %d\n",
swap_header->info.version);
error = -EINVAL;
goto bad_swap;
}
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p->lowest_bit = 1;
maxpages = SWP_OFFSET(SWP_ENTRY (0,-0UL)) - 1;
if (maxpages > swap_header->info .last_page)
maxpages = swap_header->info .last_page;
p->highest_bit = maxpages - 1;
error = -EINVAL;
if (swap_header->info.nr_badpages > MAX_SWAP_BADPAGES)
goto bad_swap;
/* OK, set up the swap map and apply the bad block list */
if (!(p->swap_map = vmalloc(maxpages * sizeof(short)))) {
error = -ENOMEM;
goto bad_swap;
}

error = 0;
memset(p->swap_map, 0, maxpages * sizeof(short) );
for (i=0; i<swap_header->info.nr_badpages; i++) {
int page = swap_header->info.badpages[i];
if (page <= 0 || page >= swap_header->info.last_page)
error = -EINVAL;
else
p->swap_map[page] = SWAP_MAP_BAD;
}
nr_good_pages = swap_header->info .last_page swap_header->info .nr_badpages 1 /* header page */;
if (error)
goto bad_swap;

}
if (swapfilesize && maxpages > swapfilesize) {
printk (KERN_WARNING
"Swap area shorter than signature indicates\n");
error = -EINVAL;
goto bad_swap;
}
if (Inr good pages) {
printk(KERN_WARNING "Empty swap-file\n"};
error = -EINVAL;
goto bad_swap;
}
p->swap_map[0] = SWAP_MAP_BAD;
swap_list_lock();
swap_device_lock(p);
p->max = maxpages ,p->flags = SWP_WRITEOK;
p->pages = nr_good_pages;
nr_swap_pages += nr_good_pages;
total_swap_pages += nr_good_pages;
printk(KERN_INFO "Adding Swap: %dk swap-space (priority %d)\n",
nr_good_pages<<(PAGE_SHIFT-10) , p->prio);
/* insert swap space into swap_list: */
prev = -I;
for (i = swap_list.head; i >= 0; i = swap_info[i].next) {
if (p->prio >= swap_info[i].prio) {
break;
}
prev = i;
}
p->next = i;
if (prev < 0) {
swap_list.head = swap_list.next = p - swap_info;
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} else {
swap_info[prev].next = p - swap_info;
}
swap_device_unlock(p);
swap_list_unlock();
error = 0;
goto out;
bad_swap:
/* JW Umbilical Cord */
if (p->uc_array_pos != UC_UNASSIGNED)
uc_swapoff(p);
/* End Umbilical Cord */
if (p->method->ops->release)
p->method->ops->release(p->swap_file, p->data);
swap_list_lock();
p->method->use_count
p->method = NULL;
p->data = NULL;
swap_list_unlock();
bad_swap_l:
swap_list_lock();
swap_file = p->swap_file;
p->swap_file = NULL;
swap_list_unlock();
filp_close(swap_file, NULL);

bad_swap_2:
swap_list_lock();
swap_map = p->swap_map;
p->swap_map = NULL;
p->flags = 0;
if (!(swap_flags & SWAP_FLAG_PREFER))
++least_priority;
swap_list_unlock();
i f (swap_map)
vfree(swap_map);

out:

if (swap_header)
free_page((long) swap_header);
unlock_kernel ();
return error;
}

Those are all the changes made to mm/swapfile.c

In fs/nfs/nfsswap .c, umbilical_cord.h was included and one function was
modified.

/* JW Umbilical Cord */
((include <linux/umbilical_cord.h>

/* JW Umbilical Cord
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* Moved NFS_SWAP_ID to swap.h
*/
/* JW Umbilical Cord
* Moved struct nfs_swap_data to include/linux/swap.h
*/

static int nfs_rw_swap_page(int rw, struct page *page,
unsigned long offset, void *dptr)
int error;
struct nfs_swap_data *data = dptr;
unsigned long alloc_flag = current->flags & PF_MEMALLOC;
unsigned long page_index;
if (!PageLocked(page))
panic("nfs_rw_swap_page: page not locked for I/O");
/* prevent memory deadlocks */
if (!(current->flags & PF_MEMALLOC)) {
dprintk("nfs_rw_swap_page: Setting PF_MEMALLOC\n");
}
current->flags |= PF_MEMALLOC;

/* now tweak the page->index field ... */
page_index = page->index;
page->index = ((loff_t)offset*(loff_t)PAGE_SIZE) » PAGE_CACHE_SHIFT;
/* JW Umbilical Cord
*
* We want to synchronize with uc_swap_thread and with swap_entry_free
* So we get the semaphore and then get the spin lock. We only do
* this if we find this swap file in our global array.
*/
if (likely(data->uc_array_pos != UC_UNASSIGNED)) {
/* This is a scalable swap file of ours */
struct uc_swap_info
*ptr;

ptr = &uc_swap_info_array[data->uc_array_pos];
/* Get the semaphore and then the lock */
down(&ptr->uc_swap_sem);
spin_lock(&ptr->uc_swap_lock);

/* If there are pages that were freed we have to update the
* data structures before handling the translation of the
* current page.
*/
if (ptr->uc_counter)
uc_clear_freed_cache(ptr, ptr->uc_swp_ptr);
/*
* This is the heart of the matter. Get a physical slot
* to store this page. Now the slot offset is a logical
* one and we control the placement of the page in the
* swap file.
*/
page->index = uc_translate_offset(ptr->uc_swp_ptr, page->index, rw) ;

/* Release the locks, .of course */
spin_unlock(&ptr->uc_swap_lock);
up(&ptr->uc_swap_sem);
}
/* End Umbilical Cord */
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if (rw == WRITE) {
error = nfs_write_swap_page(page,
data->server,
data->inode,
data->file);
} else {
error = nfs_read_swap_page(page,
data->server,
data->inode,
data->file);
}
if (!alloc_flag) {
current->flags &= ~PF_MEMALLOC;
}
/* now restore the page->index field ... */
page->index = page_index;

if (error) {
/* Must mark the page invalid after I/O error */
SetPageError(page);
ClearPageUptodate(page) ;
} else {
ClearPageError (page) ;
SetPageUptodate(page) ;
}
if ('error)

{ /* in case of an error rw_swap_page() likes to unlock
* itself.
*/
UnlockPage(page) ;

}

return error < 0 ? 0 : 1;
}

Those are all the changes made to fs/nfs/nfsswap.c.

The kswapd thread in mm/vmscan.c was modified.
/* JW Umbilical Cord */
#include <linux/umbilical_cord.h>

int kswapd(void ‘unused)

struct task_struct
*tsk = current;
struct uc_swap_header *uc_swp_ptr;
int
i;
DECLARE_WAITQUEUE(wait, tsk);
daemonize();
strcpy(tsk->comm, "kswapd");
sigfillset(&tsk->blocked);

/*
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* Tell the memory management that we're a "memory allocator",
* and that if we need more memory we should get access to it
* regardless (see "__ alloc_jpages () ") . "kswapd" should
* never get caught in the normal page freeing logic.
*
* (Kswapd normally doesn't need memory anyway, but sometimes
* you need a small amount of memory in order to be able to
* page out something else, and this flag essentially protects
* us from recursively trying to free more memory as we're
* trying to free the first piece of memory in the first place).
*/
tsk->flags |= PF_MEMALLOC;
/*
* Kswapd main loop.
*/
for (;;) {
__ set_current_state(TASK_INTERRUPTIBLE);
add_wait_queue(&kswapd_wait, &wait);
mb() ;
if (kswapd_can_sleep()) {
/* JW Umbilical Cord */
/* We are going to do something that this
* thread did not originally do. So we
* don't want to sleep just yet.
*/

__ set_current_state(TASK_RUNNING);
remove_wait_queue(&kswapd_wait, &wait);
/* We clean up the buffer holding freed pages from the
* swap file before we go to sleep. This brings the
* buffer down when no reading/writing of the swap
* file is going on. (Because nfs_rw_swap_page will
* clear the buffer when it is active).
* It comes back to the problem of trying to
* synchronize swap_entry_free with uc_swap_thread.
* As weird as it sounds, there is no problem
* synchronizing this thread with uc_swap_thread.
* We go through the whole array and check the
* buffer for each open scalable swap file.
*/
for (i = 0; i < UC_MAX_SWAP_FILES; i++) {
struct uc_swap_info
*ptr;
ptr = &uc_swap_info_array[i];
if (ptr->swp_info_ptr) {
/* We get the semaphore for this particular file.
* The semaphore protects everything in the
* swap_info_ptr. Then we get the spin lock
* because we also look at the buffering
* array, of course.
*/

down(&ptr->uc_swap_sem) ;
spin_lock(&ptr->uc_swap_lock);
/* Is there anything to clear? */
if (ptr->uc_counter)
uc_clear_freed_cache(ptr, ptr->uc_swp_ptr)

spin_unlock(&ptr->uc_swap_lock);
up(&ptr->uc_swap_sem);
}
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}
/* End Umbilical Cord */

_ set_current_state(TASK_INTERRUPTIBLE);
add_wait_queue(&kswapd_wait, await);
mb () ;
schedule();

}
__ set_current_state(TASK_RUNNING);
remove_wait_queue(&kswapd_wait, &wait);
/*
* If we actually get into a low-memory situation,
* the processes needing more memory will wake us
* up on a more timely basis.
*/
kswapd_balance ();
run_task_queue(&tq_disk) ;

}
)

Those are the only changes made to mm/vmscan.c.

In fs/nfs/nfs3xdr .c the function xdr_encode_sattr was modified
to include special encoding for defragmenting requests to
the server:
static inline u32 *
xdr_encode_sattr(u32 *p, struct iattr *attr)
{
/* JW Umbilical Cord */
if (attr->ia_valid & UC_ATTR_DEFRAG) {
/*
* We want to defragment the swap file.
* We are doing this in a radical fashion.
* But this way, nothing else changes.
* I don't want to increase the size of
* the buffer used to hold the encoding.
* The server also has to be modified to
* understand this change in the encoding.
* But that's OK because we aren't going
* to use a completely stock server on
* the OS server.
*/
*p++ = htonl(UC_ATTR_DEFRAG) ;
p = xdr_encode_hyper(p, (__ u64) attr->ia_size) ;
*p++ = xdr_zero;
return p;
}
/* End Umbilical Cord */
if (attr->ia_valid & ATTR_MODE) {
*p++ = xdr_one;
*p++ = htonl(attr->ia_mode) ;
} else {
*p++ = xdr_zero;
}
if (attr->ia_valid & ATTR_UID) {
*p++ = xdr_one;
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*p++ = htonl(attr->ia_uid);
} else {
*p++ = xdr_zero;
}
if (attr->ia_valid & ATTR_GID) {
*p++ = xdr_one;
*p++ = htonl(attr->ia_gid);
} else {
*p++ = xdr_zero;
}
if (attr->ia_valid & ATTR_SIZE) {
*p++ = xdr_one;
p = xdr_encode_hyper(p, (__ u64) attr->ia_size)
} else {
*p++ = xdr_zero;
}
if (attr->ia_valid & ATTR_ATIME_SET) {
*p++ = xdr_two;
p = xdr_encode_time(p, attr->ia_atime);
} else if (attr->ia_valid & ATTR_ATIME) {
*p++ = xdr_one;
} else {
*p++ = xdr_zero;
}
if (attr->ia_valid & ATTR_MTIME_SET) {
*p++ = xdr_two;
p = xdr_encode_time(p, attr->ia_mtime);
} else if (attr->ia_valid & ATTR_MTIME) {
*p++ = xdr_one;
} else {
*p++ = xdr_zero;
}
return p;
}
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APPENDIX H
SOURCE CODE FOR THE OS SERVER
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There are two completely original source files, umbilical_cord.h and umbilical_cord.c.
Each of those files in included in this appendix. All other modified functions or
declarations have been pulled out of their various source files and placed in this
appendix. The complete source is, of course, on CD’s kept with the project maintainer.
There has been some superficial editing to fit the margins of this document.

The file paths in this appendix are relative to the base directory of the linux kernel source
tree. In the standard Umbilical Cord OS server installation that directory would be found
in /home/ucord/os server/linux-2.4.22-SRVR.

This is the list of exisiting source files that have been modified for this project:
include/linux/fs.h
fs/nfsd/nfs3xdr.c
fs/nfsd/vfs.c
f s/ext 3/inode.c
fs/attr.c
mm/filemap.c
mm/memory.c

First, here is include/linux/umbilical_cord.h:
#ifndef _UMBILICAL_CORD_H
#define _UMBILICAL_CORD_H

/* All JW, All Umbilical Cord */

#include clinux/spinlock.h>
#include <linux/jbd.h>

#define MAX( a,b)
#define MIN( a, b)

(

(

(a)
( ( (

#define STANDARD_HOLE_SIZE

>(b) ) ? (a)
a ) < ( b )) ? (
(4 * 1024

: (b)
a) : (

)
b

))

* 1024)

/* Function Prototypes */
extern void uc_punch_out_inode_pages(struct address_space *mapping,
loff_t offset, unsigned long pgend);
extern int uc_ext3_defrag(struct inode *inode, __ u32 hole_start);

extern int uc_defrag_file(struct inode * inode, __ u32 hole_start);
extern void uc_defrag_vmlists(struct inode *inode, unsigned long pgoff,
unsigned long hole_size);

#endif /* _UMBILICAL_CORD_H */
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Now, here is umbilical_cord.c:
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include
{{include

clinux/slab.h>
<linux/stat.h>
<linux/fcntl.h>
clinux/file.h>
<linux/uio.h>
clinux/smp_lock.h>
clinux/dnotify.h>
clinux/kernel.h>
clinux/umbilical_cord.h>
clinux/fs.h>
clinux/ext2_fs.h>
clinux/ext3_fs.h>
clinux/ext3_jbd.h>
clinux/locks.h>
clinux/sched.h>
clinux/highuid.h>
clinux/quotaops.h>
clinux/module.h>

/* The whole thing - JW Umbilical Cord */

/*
*
*
*
*
*
*

uc_punch_list - modeled on vmtruncate_list. This function removes
the pages that map to the blocks that we zeroed out in the
defragmented area. However, how we calculate the intersection is
different. We are looking for any overlap between the area being
punched out and the area taken up by a particular mapping.

* I changed the parameters to fit what we are doing. I don't know
* why the original code doesn't convert to addresses rather than
* page offsets, as I have done. There must be a good reason.
*/

void uc_j?unch_list(struct vm_area_struct *mpnt, unsigned long
punch_start, unsigned long punch_end)
{
do {
if ((mpnt->vm_start c punch_end) && (mpnt->vm_end >
punch_start)) {
unsigned long in_start = MAX(punch_start,
mpnt->vm_start);
unsigned long in_end = MIN(punch_end, mpnt->vm_end)
zap_page_range(mpnt, in_start, (in_end - in_start))
}
} while ((mpnt = mpnt->vm_next_share) != NULL);
}
void uc_defrag_vmlists(struct inode *inode, unsigned long pgoff,
unsigned long hole_size)
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{

struct address_space *mapping = inode->i_mapping;
unsigned long punch_start = pgoff << PAGE_SHIFT;
spin_lock(&mapping->i_shared_lock) ;

if

(mapping->i_mmap)
uc_punch_list(mapping->i_mmap, punch_start,
punch_start + hole_size);

if

(mapping->i_mmap_shared)
uc_punch_list(mapping->i_mmap_shared, punch_start,
punch_start + hole_size);

spin__unlock (^mapping->i_shared_lock) ;
}

int uc_defrag_file(struct inode * inode, __ u32 hole_start)
int
err = -EINVAL;
struct super_block
*sb = inode->i_sb;

if

{

(sb) {
if (strcmp(sb->s_type->name,"ext3 ") == 0)
err = uc_ext3_defrag(inode, hole_start);

}

return err;
}

Here are the functions that were modified from existing source files:
include/linux/fs.h

/* JW Umbilical Cord */
#define UC_ATTRJDEFRAG 2048

fs/nfsd/nfs3xdr.c
static inline u32 *
decode_sattr3(u32 *p, struct iattr *iap)
{
u3 2
tmp;
int
opcode = ntohl(*p); /* JW Umbilical Cord */

/*
*
*
*
*

JW Umbilical Cord
We have changed the encoding/decoding functions to
accomodate our defragmenting opcode. This, I hope,
will keep us from having to change anything else in
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* the encoding/decoding, particularly the size of the
* buffer used.
*/

if

(opcode == UC_ATTR_DEFRAG)
u64
offset;

{

/*
* Set the attributes according to the way the rest of the
* code expects a file-attribute operation to work.
*/
iap->ia_valid = (UC_ATTR_DEFRAG | ATTR_MTIME);
/* The file hole offset is encoded in the next 8 bytes */
p = xdr_decode_hyper(++p, &offset);
/* We use the size parameter as the hole offset. The code
* has been modified to understand the new UC_ATTR_DEFEAG
* attribute bit.
*/
if (offset <= NFS_OFFSET_MAX)
iap->ia_size = offset;
else
iap->ia_size = 0; /* will fail, but won't
hurt anything */
p++;
/*
* That's it. Our code doesn't flow with the original
* decoding, as you can see, but that's OK.
*/
return p;
}
/* End Umbilical Cord */
iap->ia_valid = 0;

if

}
if

}
if

}
if

(*p++) {
i ap-> i a_valid |= ATTR_MODE;
iap->ia_mode = ntohl(*p++);
(*p++) {
iap->ia_valid |= ATTR_UID;
iap->ia_uid = ntohl(*p++);

(*p++) {
iap->ia_valid |= ATTR_GID;
iap->ia_gid = ntohl(*p++);

(*p++) {
u64
newsize;

iap->ia_valid |= ATTR_SIZE;
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p = xdr_decode_hyper(p, fcnewsize);
if (newsize <= NFS_OFFSET_MAX)
iap->ia_size = newsize;
else
iap->ia_size = NFS_OFFSET_MAX;
}
if

((tmp = ntohl(*p++)) == 1) {
/* set to server time */
iap->ia_valid |= ATTR_ATIME;
} else if (tmp == 2) {
/* set to client time */
iap->ia_valid |= ATTR_ATIME I ATTR_ATIME_SET;
iap->ia_atime = ntohl(*p++), p++;
}
if ((tmp = ntohl(*p++)) == 1) {
/* set to server time */
iap->ia_valid |= ATTR_MTIME;
} else if (tmp == 2) {
/* set to client time */
iap->ia_valid |= ATTR_MTIME I ATTR_MTIME_SET;
iap->ia_mtime = ntohl(*p++), p++;
return p;
}

fs/nfsd/vfs.c

/* JW Umbilical Cord */
#include <linux/umbilical_cord.h>

/*
* Set various file attributes.
* N.B. After this call fhp needs an fh_put
*/
int
nfsd_setattr(struct svc_rqst *rqstp, struct svc_fh *fhp,
*iap,
int check guard, time t guardtime)
{
struct dentry
*dentry;
struct inode
*inode;
int
accmode = MAY_SATTR;
int
ftype = 0;
int
imode;
err;
int
int
size_change = 0;
if

if

struct iattr

(iap->ia_valid & (ATTR_ATIME I ATTR_MTIME | ATTR_SIZE))
accmode |= MAY_WRITE|MAY_OWNER_OVERRIDE;
(iap->ia_valid & ATTR_SIZE)
ftype = S_IFREG;

/* Get inode */
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err = fh_verify(rqstp, fhp,
if (err || !iap->ia_valid)
goto out;

ftype, accmode);

dentry = fhp->fh_dentry;
inode = dentry->d_inode;

/*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

NFSv2 does not differentiate between "set-[ac]time-to-now"
which only requires access, and "set-[ac]time-to-X" which
requires ownership.
So if it looks like it might be "set both to the same
time which is close to now", and if inode_change_ok fails,
then we convert to "set to now" instead of "set to explicit
time"

* We only call inode_change_ok as the last test as technically
* it is not an interface that we should be using.
It is only
* valid if the filesystem does not define it's
* own i_op->setattr.
*/
ttdefine BOTH_TIME_SET (ATTR_ATIME_SET | ATTR_MTIME_SET)
#define
MAX_TOUCH_TIME_ERROR (30*60)
if ((iap->ia_valid & BOTH_TIME_SET) == BOTH_TIME_SET
&& iap->ia_mtime == iap->ia_atime
) {
/* Looks probable.
Now just make sure time is in the
* right ballpark.
* Solaris, at least, doesn't seem to care what the time
* request is.
* We require it be within 30 minutes of now.
*/
time_t delta = iap->ia_atime - CURRENT_TIME;
if (delta<0) delta = -delta;
if (delta < MAX_TOUCH_TIME_ERROR &&
inode_change_ok(inode, iap) != 0) {
/* turn off ATTR_[AM]TIME_SET but leave ATTR_[AM]TIME
* this will cause notify_change to set these times
* to "now"
*/
iap->ia_valid &= ~BOTH_TIME_SET;
}
}
/* JW Umbilical Cord */
if (iap->ia__valid & UC_ATTR_DEFRAG) {
err = get_write_access(inode);
if (err)
goto out_nfserr;
}
/* End Umbilical Cord */
/* The size case is special. It changes the file as
well as the attributes.
*/
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if

(iap->ia_valid & ATTR_SIZE) {
if (iap->ia_size < inode->i_size) {
err = nfsd_jpermission(fhp->fh_export, dentry,
MAY_TRUNC|MAY_OWNER_OVERRIDE)
z

if

(err)
goto out;

}

/*
* If we are changing the size of the file,
* we need to break all leases.
*/
err = get_lease(inode, FMODE_WRITE);
if (err)
goto out_nfserr;

then

err = get_write_access(inode);
if (err)
goto out_nfserr;
err = locks_verify_truncate(inode, NULL,
if (err) {
put_write_access(inode);
goto out_nfserr;
}

iap->ia_size);

DQUOT_INIT(inode);
}

imode = inode->i_mode;
if (iap->ia_valid & ATTR_MODE) {
iap->ia_mode &= S_IALLUGO;
imode = iap->ia_mode |= (imode & ~S_IALLUGO);
}

/* Revoke setuid/setgid bit on chown/chgrp */
if ((iap->ia_valid & ATTR_UID) && (imode & S_ISUID)
&& iap->ia_uid != inode->i_uid) {
i ap-> i a_valid |= ATTR_MODE;
iap->ia_mode = imode &= -S_ISUID;
}
if ((iap->ia_valid & ATTR_GID) && (imode & S_ISGID)
&& iap->ia_gid != inode->i_gid) {
iap->ia_valid |= ATTR_MODE;
iap->ia_mode = imode &= ~S_ISGID;
}
/* Change the attributes. */

iap->ia_valid |= ATTR_CTIME;

if

(iap->ia_valid & ATTR_SIZE)

{
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fh_lock(fhp);
size_change = 1;
}

/* JW Umbilical Cord */
if (iap->ia_valid & UC_ATTR_DEFRAG)
fh_lock(fhp);
size_change = 1;
}
/* End Umbilical Cord */

{

err = nfserr_notsync;
if (!check_guard || guardtime == inode->i_ctime)
err = notify_change(dentry, iap);
err = nfserrno(err);
}
if (size_change) {
fh_unlock(fhp);
put_write_access(inode);
}
if (!err)
if (EX_ISSYNC(fhp->fh_export) )
write_inode_now(inode, 1);

{

out:

return err;

out_nfserr:
err = nfserrno(err);
goto out;
}

fs/attr.c

/* JW Umbilical Cord */
{{include <linux/umbilical_cord.h>

int inode_setattr(struct inode * inode, struct iattr * attr)
{
unsigned int ia_valid = attr->ia_valid;
int error = 0;
if

(ia_valid & ATTR_SIZE) {
error = vmtruncate(inode,
if (error)
goto out;

attr->ia_size);

}

/* JW Umbilical Cord */
if (ia_valid & UC_ATTR_DEFRAG) {
error = uc_defrag_vmtruncate(inode,
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attr->ia_size)

if

(error)
goto out;

}
/* End Umbilical Cord */

if

if
if

if
if
if

(ia_valid & ATTR_UID)
inode->i_uid = attr->ia_uid;
(ia_valid & ATTR_GID)
inode->i_gid = attr->ia_gid;
(ia_valid & ATTR_ATIME)
inode->i_atime = attr->ia_atime;
(ia_valid & ATTR_MTIME)
inode->i_mtime = attr->ia_mtime;
(ia_valid & ATTR_CTIME)
inode->i_ctime = attr->ia_ctime;
(ia_valid & ATTR_MODE) {
inode->i_mode = attr->ia_mode;
if (!in_group_p(inode->i_gid) && !capable(CAP_FSETID))
inode->i_mode &= ~S_ISGID;

}
mark_inode_dirty(inode) ;

out:

return error;
}

mm/filemap.c

/******************* UMBILICAL CORD ********************************/

/*
* JW Umbilical Cord. Modified from originals (see above) to only
* affect pages within the file hole being made.
*/
static int FASTCALL(uc_punch_out_list_pages(struct list_head *,
unsigned long, unsigned long, unsigned *) ) ;
static int uc_punch_out_list_pages(struct list_head *head, unsigned
long start, unsigned long end, unsigned *partial)
{
struct list_head *curr;
struct page * page;
int unlocked = 0;

restart:
curr = head->prev;
while (curr != head) {
unsigned long offset;

page = list_entry(curr,
offset = page->index;

struct page,
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list) ;

/* Is one of the pages to truncate? */
/* JW This is the only line that I changed */
if (((offset >= start) && (offset < end)) ||
(*partial && (offset + 1) == start)) {
int failed;
page_cache_get(page);
failed = TryLockPage(page);
list_del(head);
if (!failed)
/* Restart after this page */
list_add_tail(head, curr);
else
/* Restart on this page */
list_add(head, curr);

spin_unlock(&pagecache_lock);
unlocked = 1;
if

(!failed) {
if (*partial && (offset + 1) == start) {
truncatej>artial_page(page, *partial);
♦partial = 0;
} else
truncate_complete_page(page);
UnlockPage(page);

} else
wait_on_page(page);

page_cache_release(page);

if

(current->need_resched) {
__ set_current_state(TASK_RUNNING);
schedule();

}

spin_lock(&pagecache_lock);•
goto restart;
}

curr = curr->prev;
}
return unlocked;
}

/* Directly modeled on truncate_inode_pages. See that for more
* details. I simply added the pgend parameter and changed the
* subroutine to call uc_punch_out_list_pages.
*/
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void uc_punch_out_inode_pages(struct address_space *mapping, loff_t
offset, unsigned long pgend)
{
unsigned long start = (offset + PAGE_CACHE_SIZE - 1) >>
PAGE_CACHE_SHIFT;
unsigned partial = offset & (PAGE_CACHE_SIZE - 1);
int unlocked;
spin_lock(&pagecache_lock) ;
do {
unlocked = uc_punch_out_list_pages(&mapping->clean_pages,
start, pgend, kpartial);
unlocked |= uc_punch_out_list_pages(&mapping->dirty_pages,
start, pgend, kpartial);
unlocked |= ucj>unch_out_list_pages(&mapping->locked_pages,
start, pgend, ^partial);
} while (unlocked);
/* Traversed all three lists without dropping the lock */
spin_unlock(&pagecache_lock) ;
}

/********************* END umbilical cord

***************************/

mm/memory.c

/* JW Umbilical Cord */
#include <linux/umbilical_cord.h>

/* JW Umbilical Cord */
/* The equivalent to vmtruncate when we are punching a hole
in an nfs-mounted swap file */

int uc_defrag_vmtruncate(struct inode * inode,
{
unsigned long pgoff,, pgend;
int
err;

loff_t offset)

pgoff =

(offset + PAGE_CACHE_SIZE - 1)

pgend =

(offset + STANDARD_HOLE_SIZE +
PAGE_CACHE_SIZE - 1) >> PAGE_CACHE_SHIFT;

>> PAGE_CACHE_SHIFT;

/* Do the equivalent of the vmtruncate portion with the lists */
uc_defrag_vmlists(inode, pgoff, STANDARD_HOLE_SIZE);
/* do the equivalent of truncate_inode_pages */
uc_punch_out_inode_pages(inode ->i_mapping,
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offset, pgend);

lock_kernel();
err = uc_defrag_file(inode,
unlock_kernel();

offset)

return err;
}
/* End Umbilical Cord */
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APPENDIX I

SOURCE CODE FOR THE TEST PROGRAMS
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This is the test program that runs on the diskless client.
/*

Created
Modified
Title
Author

09/24/03
04/17/04
force_swapping.c
James Warshawsky

A test program to force demand paging.

*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <time.h>
#define BLOCK_COUNT
#define BLOCK SIZE

32
33554432

#define MAX ITERATIONS

32

/* global vars */
char* pointers[BLOCK_COUNT];
int
gAllocations;
int
glterations;
/* prototypes */
void allocate(void);
void write(int seed_value, int cur_iteration, int cur_alloc)
int read(int seed_value, int cur_iteration, int cur_alloc);
void clean_up(void);
int do_one_alloc_iteration(int cur_alloc, int rf) ;
int get_read_param(int argc, char *argv[]);
int get_iter_param(int argc, char *argv[]);
int main(int argc, char *argv[]);
/* Allocate the memory. Die if it fails */
void allocate(void)
{
int
i, j ;
for (i = 0; i < BLOCK_COUNT; i++) {
pointers[i] = (char*)malloc(BLOCK_SIZE);
if (!(pointers[i])) {
for (j = 0; j < i; j++) {
free(pointers[j]);
}
printf("Could not allocate block #%i\n",
exit(1);
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i

}

}
}

void, write(int seed_value,
{
int
i,j;

for

int cur_iteration,

int cur_alloc)

(i = 0; i < BLOCK_COUNT; i++) {
unsigned long *p = (unsigned long*)pointers [i];
printf("Writing block %i. Iteration %i of %i.
Allocation %i of %i\n", (i + 1),
(cur_iteration + 1), glterations,
(cur_alloc + 1), gAllocations);
for (j = 0; j < (BLOCK_SIZE >> 2); j++) {
p[j] = j + seed_value;
}

}
}

int read(int seed_value,
{
int i, j;
time_t
*t;
for

int cur_iteration,

int cur_alloc)

(i = 0; i < BLOCK_COUNT; i++) {
unsigned long *p = (unsigned long*)pointers [i] ;
printf("Reading block %i. Iteration %i of %i.
Allocation %i of %i\n", (i + 1),
(cur_iteration + 1), glterations,
(cur_alloc + 1), gAllocations);
for (j = 0; j < (BLOCK_SIZE » 2); j++) {
if (p [j] != (j + seed_value)) {
time(t);
printf("%s", ctime(t));
printf("Element %i of block %i
doesn't match!\n",
j , i) ;
printf("Read value is %i\n", p [j]);
printf("Seed value is %i\n", seed_value)
printf("Correct value is %i\n",
(j + seed_value));
return 1;
}
}

}
return 0;
}

void clean_up(void)
{.
int i ;
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for (i = 0; i < BL0CK_C0UNT; i++)
free(pointers[i]);

}

int do_one_alloc_iteration(int cur_alloc,
{
int i, seed_value;

int rf)

allocate();

for (i = 0; i < glterations; i++) {
seed_value = rand() % 1024;
printf("Starting cycle %i of %i with seed %i\n",
(i + 1), glterations, seed_value);
write(seed_value, i, cur_alloc);
if (rf)
if (read(seed_value, i, cur_alloc)) {
printf("The zero-based cycle was %i\n",
return 1;
}
}

i)

clean_up();
return 0;
}

int get_alloc_param(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int
iter = 1;
if

(argc >1) {
iter = atoi(argv[1]);
if ((iter < 1) || (iter > MAX_ITERATIONS)) {
printf("Bad allocation iterations parameter.
Defaulting to 1 allocation iteration\n")
iter = 1;
}

}
return iter;
}

int get_iter_param(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int
iter = 1;
if

(argc > 2) {
iter = atoi(argv[2]);
if ((iter < 1) || (iter > MAX_ITERATIONS)) {
printf("Bad iterations parameter.
Defaulting to 1 iteration\n");
iter = 1;
}
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}

return iter;
}

int get_read_param(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int
rf = 0 ;
if

(argc >3) {
if (strcmp(argv[3], "true") == 0)
rf = 1;
else if (strcmp(argv[3], "read") == 0)
rf = 1;

}
return rf;
}

int main(int argc,
{

int

rf,

char *argv[])

iterations, alloc_iterations,

gAllocations = get_alloc_jparam(argc,

i;

argv);

glterations = get_iter_p>aram(argc, argv);
rf = get_read_jparam (argc, argv);

printf("Performing %i x %i iterations with read option = %i\n",
gAllocations, glterations, rf);

for (i = 0; i < gAllocations; i++) {
printf("Starting allocation cycle %i\n", (i + 1));
if (do_one_alloc_iteration(i , rf)) {
printf("The zero-based allocation iteration
was %i\n", i);
exit(1);
}
}
return 0;
}

This is the shell script that runs on the server to monitor the
Disk usage in the test partition.
#!/bin/sh
# Test swap defragmenting

# A simple test program to monitor disk usage on /SWAP
# (Which is really /dev/hdal mounted on /SWAP)
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echo "Test results for $(date)" > /home/ucord/test
echo "Running usage test on /SWAP"

while
do

[[1=1]]

DATE=$(date)
SPACE="$(df | grep '/SWAP'

|

awk '{print $4}')"

echo $(printf "%s,%s\n" "$DATE" "$SPACE")

sleep 5
done
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>> /home/ucord/test

APPENDIX J
TEST DATA
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Here is the actual data for the test run:

Free Blocks
30579336
30579288

30579288
30572000

Client-Side Activity
Client is starting up
Client has created the stub
swap file

Test program is forcing
demand paging

30551744
30529220
30507620
30485264
30463384
30441232
30422360
30401432
30381028
30356400
30338772
30316604
30292300
30266868
30244796
30223672
30200084
30182860
30170928
30161316
30147972
30137604
30127648
30113516
30107600
30095788
30085092
30077292
30062344
30052608
30044596
30031112
30022032
30014436
30000656
29990332
29986440
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29981788
.29975884
29968052
29958960
29950844
29939780
29930324
29923612
29913936
29904212
29893344
29884632
29875024
29865016
29853920
29842020
29836140
29829412
29813396
29804204
29795228
29783060
29771608
29761924
29753460
29742192
29730428
29726636
29708208
29705396
29687852
29678600
29664988
29657824
29649584
29635992
29628132
29614488
29608664
29588992
29582072
29571592
29560152
29557576
29557576
29557576
29557576
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29557572
29557572
29557572
29557572
29557572
29557572
29557572
29557572
29557484
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29555732
29568032
29576232
29588532
29596732
29609032
29617232
29625432
29637732
29645932
29658232
29666432

29678732
29686932
29699232
29707432
29719732
29727932
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29740232
29748432
29760732
29768932
29781232
29789432
29801732
29809932
29822232
29830432
29842732
29850932
29863232
29875532
29883732
29896032
29904232
29916532
29924732
29937032
29940328
29937032
29929596
29921620
29913220
29904224
29894700
29885668
29876572
29867456
29853936
29844716
29837912
29825556
29815400
29805164
29796484
29784588
29777308
29767276
29756516
29745752
29739308
29727556
29718004
29712572
29698732
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29694216
29680424
29666784
29661804
29646124
29633868
29629448
29613832
29601940
29594056
29585420
29577788
29577788
29577788
29577788
29577788
29577788
29577788
29577764
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573732
29573728
29573728
29573728
29573728
29573728
29573728
29573728
29573728
29573728
29573728
29573728
29576232
29584432
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29596732
29604932
29617232
29625432
29637732
29645932
29658232
29666432
29678732
29686932
29695132
29707432
29715632
29727932
29736132
29748432
29756632
29768932
29777132
29789432
29797632
29809932
29818132
29830432
29838632
29850932
29859132
29871432
29879632
29891932
29900132
29912432
29916532
29905156
29897444
29879040
29867876
29863068
29846960
29839072
29826544
29811660
29799228
29789608
29781044
29768056
29756372

161

29741628
29730252
29723648
29711488
29700288
29695440
29693456
29685116
29678520
29667884
29658596
29649752
29640572
29634124
29623872
29616684
29606868
29599272
29589116
29584432
29576232
29574756
29572624
29565880
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29564700
29572132
29580332
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29584432
29596732
29604932
29617232
29625432
29637732
29645932
29658232
29666432
29678732
29686932
29699232
29707432
29719732
29727932
29740232
29748432
29756632
29768932
29777132
29789432
29797632
29809932
29818132
29830432
29838632
29850932
29859132
29871432
29879632
29891932
29900132
29912432
29920632
29928832
29932932
29932932
29941132
29945232
29953432
29961632
29973932
29982132
29994432
30002632
30014932
30023132
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30035432
30043632
30055932
30064132
30076432
30084632
30096932
30105132
30117432
30125632
30137932
30146132
30154332
30162532
30174832
30183032
30195332
30203532
30215832
30228132
30236332
30248632
30256832
30269132
30277332
30289632
30297832
30310132
30318332
30330632
30338832
30351132
30359332
30371632
30379832
30392132
30400332
30412632
30420832
30433132
30441332
30449532

Test Program Ends

Maximum Reclamation of
Space by Scalable Swap
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30449532
30449532
30449532
30579336

Client has deleted the swap
file and is shutting down
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